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New MiGs for the Indian Navy

I

ndia is fast developing as an aerospace
manufacturing hub, thanks to the sustained
growth of civil and military aviation in India
and the several proactive policies by the Union
and State governments to promote aerospace
defense industries and technologies in the
country and to bring in technical and financial
collaborations between Indian and overseas
industries. SIATI has been providing a platform
for India’s private and public sector industries,
R&D organizations and academic institutions
for harmonious growth of the industries in the
country and in collaboration with overseas companies.
Global Aerospace Industry Meet is being organized in Karnataka
on 10th & 11th December 2012. It will highlight the achievements of
major aerospace and defense industries, the pro-active support by the
governments for joint ventures of overseas and Indian industries with
not only policy and support but also providing infrastructural support.
The seminar will highlight and also the defense offset policy and
providing opportunities for finding offset partners.
UNIDO (United Nations Industrial Development Organization) is
jointly organizing with SIATI a workshop on ‘Sourcing and Supply Chain
Management for Indian Aerospace and Defense Industries’ on 21st
November 2012 at Bangalore. Senior Executives from major foreign
firms with Offset obligations and sourcing and senior officials from
Industry and Commerce from Government of India and Government of
Karnataka will be among the speakers.
This would be the first of a number of workshops to focus on growth
of small and medium scale industries as well as networking among the
large private and public sector industries, R&D organizations to work
together for common benefit.
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New MiGs for the
Indian Navy

“M

iG” belongs to a small number of the worldfamous brands in military aviation. During more
than seven decades of its operation, MiG Corp
has developed 450 projects of combat aircraft, out of which 170
had been implemented up to “a demonstration model phase’,
while 94 had been brought to “a series production phase”. Only
Russian aviation industries had produced around 45 000 a/c of
the MiG brand, including 11 000 MiGs, which had been exported
to over 40 countries worldwide.
In the past few years MiG Corp. has brought to markets
several new aircraft and increases steadily volumes of their
manufacturing. In 2011 the Corp delivered eleven new fighters
to its customers. The Year 2012’s production plan envisages 24
a/c, while in coming years MiG plans to manufacture 36 fighters
annually.
In the short-term perspective, a base of production line of the
MiG Corp will mainly include a range unified family fighters: MiG29K/KUB, MiG-29M/M2 and MiG-35. In comparison with their
predecessors, these multi-role a/c feature modern avionics, new
armaments, an increased combat load and operational distance.
Besides, their service life is increased up to 6000 flight hours
and 40 years in general. Aircraft are being operated as per their
technical conditions, while the cost of flight hour is decreased by
almost 2.5 times.
In September 2012 MiG Corporation had carried out
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successfully a series of flying tests of its modern MiG-29K/KUB
fighters on the board of “Vikramaditya” a/c carrier. The actual
flying tests were firstly executed in 2009 on the board of “Admiral
Kuznetsov” a/c carrier of the Russian Navy. During 2012 the MiG29K/KUB fighters’ flying tests on the board of “Vikramaditya” had
been made extensively in order to check up both their flying
performances and the ship’s special equipment.
As noted by Indian and Russian specialists, who participated
in the flying tests, all the ship’s systems, connected with flying
control, had demonstrated outstanding performances. Mr.
Sergei Korotkov, the MiG Corp CEO, says: ”We have got the
confidence: a fighter’s component of the Indian naval aviation
would be battle worthy and efficient”.
The MiG’s boss is certain in his opinion. He had not only
presented on the “Vikramaditya” during the flights of crucial
importance, but had performed a few flights himself on MiG29KUB double-seated fighter.
Mr. Korotkov stresses that flying tests had been performed in
near to combat conditions. Precisely, takeoffs and landings were
made during a day and a night, with a combat load up to 4.5
tons, with full fuel filling and external tanks. At the same time,
the fighters were equipped with all variants of modern weapon
systems, ‘air-to surface’ supersonic missiles including.
Now the Indian Navy operates 16 MiG-29K/KUB fighters,
which were delivered during 2009 – 2011. This year the MiG

Corp envisages the supply to India of
first four a/c of the new batch as per the
contract of 2010. After its execution, the
Indian naval aviation will have the stable
of 45 MiG-29K/KUB fighters. This number
will be quite enough not only to operate
“Vikramaditya” a/c carrier, but “Vikrant”
a/c carrier of Indian origin as well.
The Russian Navy is also keen to arm
their flagship “Admiral Kuznetsov” a/c
carrier with this state-of-the-art fighter.
According to the contract between the
Corp and the Russian Navy, signed up
this February, the latter will get by 2015
20 single-seated MiG-29K and 4 (four)
double-seated MiG-29KUB a/c.
One of the MiG Corp’s business priorities
is the on-going up-gradation of ‘classic’
MiG-29s into modern multi-functional
fighters. Nowadays a number of such
programmes are being implemented,
while the most technologically advanced
is being considered by experts the MiG29UPG
modernization
programme,
which was developed as per the IAF’s
requirements. The first six had been upgraded in Russia and will be delivered to
the customer soon. The rest of the batch
will be modernized in India, where the
MiG Corp in the tie up with IAF and local
aviation industries have set up necessary
manufacturing base.
Mr. Sergei Korotkov says:”We are all
ready to extend and strengthen our
collaboration both with the Indian MoD
and Indian hi-tech industries”.

IBM helps BIAL to provide better service

B

angalore International Airport
Limited (BIAL) has turned to IBM
to help it more nimbly manage the
demands of its passengers, partners and
airport operations in the face of massive
growth potential for air travel in India
while controlling the volatile costs that
often impact the industry.
Smart Airport Enabler will not only
decrease the cost of deployment and
maintenance of current and future systems
at the airport, it is also expected to bring
about an overall increase in airport service
quality. It will help increase efficiency in
interactions between the airport, airlines
and other stakeholders, lowering overall
cost of operations at the airport. IBM’s Smart
Airport Enabler will seamlessly connect
disparate systems and processes across
the airport and create a scalable platform
for future growth. This will ultimately help
the Bangalore Airport to bring together
a common view of its operations across
multiple internal and external stakeholders,
with an aim to provide passengers, tenants
and airport clients with efficient and best
in-class services.
The airport is one of the first in the
world to successfully implement the
latest international standard Aviation
Information Data Exchange (AIDX) format,
created by international aviation bodies
International Air Transport Association

(IATA), Airlines for America (A4A) and
Airports Council International (ACI) - to
exchange flight information between
airlines, flight data providers and airports
using the IBM-designed architecture. This
will allow the airport to communicate realtime information about airport operations
and situational awareness with other
airport stakeholders.
As a leader of change in Indian aviation,
Bengaluru International Airport recognized
the need to improve operational efficiency
and capitalize on real-time insights in
order to increase its competitive edge. The
airport’s annual air traffic volume increased
by 7-percent during 2011 and the number
of passengers increased to 12.53 million
from 11.24 million in 2010. The airport will
now use IBM’s Smart Airport Enabler to help
manage the complexity of the airport and its
operations.
“As the hub for business travel and
the gateway to south India, we are
committed to creating a great customer
experience;
achieving
operational
excellence is therefore critical for us. As
a leader in the Indian aviation industry,
we are proud to be the first to adopt the
first aviation standards-based integration
methodology that reinforces our position
as one of the best airports in the world”
said Daniel Bircher, Director Operations,
Bangalore International Airport Ltd.
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Typhoon
enhancement
flight testing

T

Air India Board Member Mr. K. M. Unni, Mr. Dinesh Keskar, senior vice president of Asia Pacific and India Sales, Boeing Commercial
Airplanes, Mr. Jack Jones, Boeing South Carolina, Vice President and General Manager at the function.

Air India takes delivery of 3rd 787

B

oeing marked a historic milestone
on Oct 5 with delivery to Air India
of the first 787 Dreamliner built
at its North Charleston facility. “We’re
delighted to be the first airline in the
world to take delivery of a Dreamliner
from this beautiful factory and look
forward to taking many more,” said Air
India Board Member K. M. Unni. “The 787
is an airplane with unmatched efficiency
and technology which will help in our
airline’s turnaround plan.” The delivery is
the third 787 for Air India. The airplane is
equipped with 18 business class seats and
238 economy class seats.
“Boeing is able to celebrate this special
delivery because of our long, successful
partnership with Air India,” said Dinesh
Keskar, senior vice president of Asia Pacific
and India Sales, Boeing Commercial
Airplanes. “With two 787s successfully
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introduced to Air India’s fleet, passengers
are enjoying breakthrough features such
as larger windows, lower cabin altitude
and unprecedented flying experience.”
In September Air India took delivery of
its first of 27 Dreamliners on order. Work
on the first South Carolina-built airplane
began in October 2010 with fabrication
of the aft fuselage and assembly of the
midbody section. Final assembly began
in June 2011, and the completed airplane
rolled out in April 2012 and flew for the
first time in May.
“In just under three years of breaking
ground, we’ve flown and delivered
our first airplane built at Boeing South
Carolina,” said Jack Jones, Boeing
South Carolina, vice president and
general manager. “This is a tribute to
the remarkable Boeing South Carolina
team and the support we’ve received

from our airline customers, our supplier
partners, the Boeing enterprise and to
the relationship we have with the State of
South Carolina.”
Boeing South Carolina fabricates the
aft body of the fuselage and assembles
the aft and mid body sections prior to
final assembly at the South Carolina
site or in Everett, Wash. The Boeing 787
Dreamliner is the first commercial jetliner
made primarily of advanced composite
materials. It offers exceptional passenger
comfort features including cleaner air,
a lower cabin altitude, higher humidity,
bigger windows that dim electronically
and more overhead storage space.
Airlines and its customers appreciate the
787s fuel efficiency, which is 20 percent
better than other airplanes in its class. This
fuel efficiency also results in 20 percent
lower carbon emissions.

he Eurofighter Typhoon development fleet has begun flight
testing the final part of the Phase 1 Enhancements (P1Eb)
programme with completion and delivery to the customers
scheduled by the end of 2013. This final step of the First Batch of
Enhancements Contract introduces a host of important improvements
to the Eurofighter Typhoon capabilities.
These improvements include full Air-to-Surface integration on
Eurofighter Typhoon (including Laser Designator Pod), full smart bomb
integration, modern secure Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) known as
Mode 5, improved Radios and Direct Voice Input, Air-to-Surface Helmet
Mounted Sight System, improved Air-to-Air capabilities including
digital integration of Short Range Air-to-Air Missiles and updated MIDS
datalink functionalities for enhanced interoperability with Coalition
Forces. P1E(b) will also see the introduction of many aspects from the
UK Radar and Drop programmes which delivered improvements to
the Tranche 1 Eurofighter Typhoon - the latest standard of which has
recently been delivered and is currently being evaluated by the RAF.
Cassidian flew the first P1E(b) flight in Instrumented Production
Aircraft (IPA) 7 in Germany on 27th August 2012. BAE Systems, Cassidian
in Spain and Alenia Aermacchi followed with flights in IPA6, IPA2 and
IPA4 respectively. After those flights it was confirmed that P1E(b) will
deliver a robust simultaneous multirole capability to the Nations’ Air
Forces which will provide a significant leap in Eurofighter’s operational
capabilities.
The Phase 1 Enhancements cover the design, development,
qualification and clearance of the first major upgrade after the Main
Development Contract (MDC) which will be achieved via two separate
software releases (SRP 10 with P1Ea and SRP 12 with P1Eb). The P1E
programme is a major milestone in the development of Eurofighter
Typhoon giving to the weapon system seamless air-to-ground
integration and forming the baseline for future enhancements such as
AESA radar and METEOR.

Eurofighter Typhoon iPhone App launched
Following the successful launch of the new Eurofighter Typhoon
interactive app in July this year, a version compatible for iPhones
is now available for download. The Eurofighter app offers fans of
Eurofighter Typhoon another way to gain access to the latest news,
squadron details, pilot interviews, videos and images of the world’s
most advanced swing-role aircraft. In addition to providing details of
current and future capabilities on the aircraft, key milestones over the
history of the programme, social media links and the latest Eurofighter
WORLD magazine, the app now offers unseen pages which include
information on key Eurofighter deployments and improved interactive
features.

RAF establishes
Typhoon squadron
The RAF has become the latest air force to establish a
new Eurofighter Typhoon squadron with the standing
up of 1 (Fighter) Squadron. To mark the occasion,
Eurofighter joined the ceremony held at RAF Leuchars
Air Base to present them with an honorary squadron
sword.
The first swords were initially presented to the Chiefs
of Air Staffs of the four Partner Nations; Germany,
Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom at aircraft Type
Acceptance in 2003. Ever since this event, the swords has
been presented to each new squadron to symbolise the
long-lasting, successful partnership between industry
and air forces across the Eurofighter community.
At the stand-up ceremony, the sword was given to
Officer Commanding 1 Squadron Wing Commander
Mark Flewin by Eurofighter Export Director Joe Parker
who welcomed the new squadron to the Typhoon
family. “The Eurofighter Typhoon Sword symbolises the
collaborative strength and partnership in the Eurofighter
community. It symbolises the qualities of precision and
excellence that we, industry, seek to embody in the core
of the weapon system, and that the Air Force has so
successfully employed in operations”.
1 (F) Squadron, whose motto is ‘In Omnibus Princeps’ –
‘First in all Things’ has a long and eventful history since
its formation in 1912 which makes it the oldest military
squadron in the world. The new Eurofighter Typhoon
jets join an impressive list of iconic aircraft flown by the
Squadron over the past 100 years including the Spitfire,
Hunter and Harrier. With the end of the Harrier flights
in 2010, the formal disbandment of the Squadron took
place in January 2011 but has now been reformed.
Chief of the Air Staff for the RAF Air Chief Marshal Sir
Stephen Dalton who attended the event said: “Today,
we mark the successful growth of our multi-role
Typhoon Force with the stand-up of the fourth RAF
Typhoon squadron. With the support of industry the
Typhoon continues to go from strength to strength
as a multi-role platform as demonstrated during
operations over Libya and on a day to day basis
controlling the air over the UK”.
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Sentinel of the
sky turns 80

T

he Indian Air Force which is the
fourth largest in the world is on
an unprecedented path of multibillion-dollar modernization plan to meet
the strategic challenges to match the
most modern air force within a few years
It was a spectacular display of IAF might
that the nation witnessed on the occasion
of this year’s Air Force Day to mark its 80th
anniversary. The IAF showcased its latest
acquisitions
including an indigenous
airborne radar plane and a Russian-origin
cargo helicopter. The parade at Hindon
air base in Delhi saw the unveiling of the
indigenous Airborne Early Warning and
Control (AEW&C) aircraft and the Mi-17V5
helicopter. There were also flying displays
by the Mi-25 and Mi-35 attack helicopters,
C-130J plane for Special Forces, and MiG21, MiG-29, Mirage-2000 and Su-30MKI
fighter jets.
At 80 IAF is passing through a critical
phase of its history as it faces the challenge
of transforming itself into a modern
force relying on state-of-the-art fighter
planes and weaponry in tune with the
nation’s strategic needs. Modernising and
expanding the IAF is a top priority for the
government. Along with massive upgrade
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of its aircraft and equipment, the IAF is
also overhauling its training programme.
The IAF has formulated a comprehensive
Long Term Perspective Plan (LTPP) until
the year 2027 for modernization of its fleet
to meet the security challenges. The IAF is
in the process of inducting various types
of fighter aircraft like medium, multi role
combat aircraft (MMRCA), light combat
aircraft (LCA), and fifth generation fighter
aircraft (FGFA).
Modernisation
According to Chief of the Air Staff Air
Chief Marshal Norman Anil Kumar Browne:
“The IAF is witnessing an unprecedented
phase of modernisation and capability
enhancement and can effectively respond
to any attempt at undermining India’s
national security. The transformational
change can be witnessed across the
capability spectrum that includes not
only combat platforms but also induction
of force multipliers and air mobility
platforms to provide strategic reach and
operational flexibility.’’
From a tiny fleet with four Westland
Wapiti army cooperative by-planes, six
RAF trained officers and 19 Hawai Sepoys
now IAF is the fourth largest air force in

the world with strength of more than 2000
aircraft, including more than 900 combat
aircraft and 305 helicopters, and presently
operates a total of 34 squadrons. It came
into existence on October 8, 1932.
The IAF currently has five operational
commands, each of which is headed by
an AOC-in-C (Air Officer Commander-inChief) with the rank of Air Marshal. The
IAF also has two additional commands
- Training Command and Maintenance
Command - to maintain a uniform
standard in training and maintenance.
Air Headquarters located at New Delhi
is commanded by the Chief of Air Staff.
Air HQ controls all the administrative
functions of the IAF and exercises control
over the commands.
Over the years India has failed to
replace old planes mainly due to
budgetary constraints. The collapse of the
Soviet Union also added to the problems
by creating an acute shortage of spares
for the aging MiG-21s. This led to frequent
crashes of aircraft, and low serviceability.
The attrition was stemmed to some
extent by extensive upgrade programmes
on the MiG-21, MiG-27, Jaguar and other
aircraft in the mid-90s. While older aircraft

were phased out the need to acquire new,
modern aircraft could not be delayed
further.
Tejas delay
The IAF’s plan to replace the MiG-21
fleet with the indigenously-built HAL
Tejas (LCA) aircraft did not make much
headway due to developmental delays
and US sanctions. The Tejas first flew on
4 January 2001. Final tests were done in
January 2011 and it is to enter operational
service by 2013. Addressing the parade,
the IAF Chief said the situation in the
country’s neighbourhood was a matter
of serious concern. “The present times
are both interesting and challenging. The
deteriorating security situation in the
neighbourhood and its frequent violent
manifestations are a matter of serious
concern to us,” he said stressing that the
need of the hour was to be ever-vigilant
and prepared.
On the phasing out of the MiG 21 and
MiG 23 from service, the Air Chief Marshal
said despite phasing out of the legacy
aircraft, the IAF maintained very high
combat potential through the raising of
new Su-30MKI squadrons. IAF is planning
to raise 14 squadrons of the Su-30MKI
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Air Chief Marshal Browne said in Bangalore that MMRCA negotiations with
Dassault Aviation was in progress, where the costing of the procurement,
transfer of technology, Defence offset obligations are being discussed as per
the tender procedure. “It (MMRCA) is a very complex project, as we are
discussing various areas like transfer of technology, the offset (clause), what
HAL (Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd) will do and the cost as well,” he was quoted
as saying.

fighter jets and is planning to deploy
them at several places in its Eastern,
Southern and South-Western command
areas. The upgrade of aircraft such as the
Mirage 2000 and Jaguar would enhance
their capabilities and “add punch to the
country’s air power,” he said.
Speaking to reporters on the sidelines
of an Indian Air Force Exhibition on
the occasion of IAF’s 80th anniversary
celebration, the Air Marshal said India
would have one of the most modern air
forces of the world in the next threefour years, as he touched upon recent
contracts on acquisition of aircraft,
weapon platforms, systems and radars,
among others, for IAF.
The AEW&C radar on a modified Brazilian
Embraer plane was on static display at
the IAF Day parade, while three Mi-17V5
flew over the parade ground. The AEW&C
plane was inducted into the IAF last month
in Bangalore. Two more such planes will
come from Brazil by next year-end and
their full integration with the IAF will take
about two years. The Mi-17V5 helicopter
is the IAF’s latest purchase from Russia.
It will facilitate the ferrying of troops and
supplies to remote and mountainous
areas. As many as 80 helicopters were
ordered in 2008 for $1.34 billion and
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their delivery started in September 2011.
Russia has delivered nearly half of the 80
helicopters so far.
Tiger Moth biplane, the first resurrected
aircraft of the vintage squadron of the
force, was the only new addition to the
flying display team for the Air Force Day
Parade. The IAF has initiated the process
of raising a new aerobatic display team
with Advanced Jet Trainer ‘Hawk’ aircraft
and a ‘request for proposal’ (RFP) has
already been issued to the British BAE
systems for supplying 20 new planes for
the purpose, Air Chief Marshal Browne
said.
The other aircraft which took part in the
aerial display included the frontline Su30MKI, Mirage 2000, Jaguar, MiG 21s and
C-130J Super Hercules transport aircraft.
MMRCA deal
In a major development the French
made Rafale won India’s multi-billion
dollar global tender for Medium Multirole
Combat Aircraft. Besides Rafale, the
tender attracted Boeing F/A-18E/F
Super Hornet, Eurofighter Typhoon,
F-16 Fighting Falcon, MiG-35 and JAS39
Gripen. Under the Request for Proposals,
first 18 Rafales will be built in France and
transported to India, while the remaining
108 will be built in India by the Hindustan

Aeronautics Limited (HAL). The MMRCA
order is likely to cost India about $20
billion, as Indian Defence ministry officials
have admitted that there would be a cost
escalation in view of the long time taken
by it to decide the winner and finalise
the contract. The $10.5 billion cost, cited
by the RFP, was only an Acceptance of
Necessity (AON) to provide budgetary
allocations for the future purchase.
Dassault Aviation’s commercial offer
turned out to be the lowest of bids after
Indian Defence ministry compared
its price with European consortium
Cassidian’s for its Eurofighter Typhoon
planes in late January this year. The
commercial bids were opened in
November 2011, after the two companies
were down selected in April that year. At
present, the Indian Defence ministry is
negotiating the contract and the cost of
the deal with Dassault.
Apaches
. The IAF had floated a global tender
for 22 combat helicopters aimed at
substituting its old Russian-made Mi
35 helicopters. US-based Boeing has
emerged as the sole bidder for the deal.
Boeing is offering its AH-64D Block III
Apache Longbow attack or combat
helicopters in a deal worth $1.4 billion

in preference to the Russian made Mi-28N Night Hunter,
which was also in the running. However, IAF reportedly
was more inclined towards the Apache 64D after field and
weapon trials in environmental conditions specified by it.
Capable of detecting 256 moving targets and engaging
them, the twin-engine Apache 64D is operated by two
pilots and has a composite fibre shell. The US is known to be
way ahead in terms of electronic warfare, and the Apache is
considered one of the most advanced combat helicopters.
It has successfully carried out missions during the 1991
Gulf War between US and Iraq and then in Afghanistan.
On the other hand, the Russian Rosoboronexport’s Mi 28N
Night Hunter has hardly witnessed any field action since its
induction into the Russian forces about six years ago. The deal
would include a huge array of equipment, including Lockheed
Martin’s Hellfire and Raytheon’s Stinger missiles.
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HAL paid dividend

Milestone in indigenous AEW&C system

“T

he world is watching this
programme with bated breath.
Its success will put our country
into the elite group which can develop
and deliver such complex state of the art
systems” said Dr Vijay Kumar Saraswat,
Scientific Advisor to the Defence Minister.
He was speaking at a function organised
to commemorate the formal receipt of the
AEW&C India aircraft by Centre for Airborne
System (CABS) the DRDO laboratory spear
heading the AEW&C programme. Dr
Saraswat congratulated the AEW&C team
from DRDO, IAF, CEMILAC, DGAQA, and
the EMBRAER team on this significant
achievement.
“The programme involves installation
of the systems on the aircraft, integration
of these systems and & make the system
perform to its fullest capability meeting the
user aspirations” said Dr Saraswat.
He further stated, “The ultimate milestone
– the delivery of the fleet of AEW&C System
to the Indian Air Force is not only our goal
but also a dream for DRDO. The indigenous

AEW&C System based on projections by the
IAF and built on the EMB-145I by DRDO has
incorporated more operational capabilities
than contemporary systems of its class”.
Air Chief Marshal NAK Browne, Chief
of Air Staff, Indian Air Force, was the
chief guest in the function in which the
aircraft was formally received in CABS.
He said he was personally very satisfied
with this significant milestone in the
programme which was not, and still is not,
an easy programme. He said the AEW&C
programme is the starting point for much

larger, more complex projects such as
AWACS India programme.
Airborne Early Warning & Control (AEW&C)
System the India’s Indigenous programme
got a boost with one major milestone
achievement when the first aircraft fully
modified by M/s EMBRAER with more than
300 mission system items supplied by
Centre for Airborne System [CABS], landed
in Bangalore HAL Airport on 22 Aug 2012.
The indigenous AEW&C System is a multisensor system providing for all aspects of
Airborne early Warning & Control in today’s
defence scenario.
Welcoming the gathering, Dr S
Christopher, Programme Director AEW&C
System & Director CABS, said that after the
operational requirements were firmed up
between DRDO & IAF in 2007, the contract
for three modified aircraft was finalized in
August 2008 with M/s EMBRAER, Brazil. The
present air craft is scheduled to go for ‘shake
down’ trials in the coming week. It will take
about a year for completing the integration
and development flight trials.
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Mr. R.K. Tyagi, Chairman, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) handing over the
final dividend cheque to the Defence Minister, Mr. A.K. Antony in the presence of Mr.
R.K. Mathur, Secretary. Defence Production. Mr.manoj Saunik, Joint Secretary , ,

UK Navy uses Model –Based Design to
develop On –board training simulator
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H

industan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL)
paid Rs. 66.30 crores to the
Government as a final dividend
for the year 2011-12. The dividend cheque
was presented to the Defence Minister, Mr.
A.K. Antony by Mr. R.K. Tyagi, Chairman
HAL in Delhi today. With this, total
dividend paid by HAL to the Government
for the said financial year works out to
Rs. 814 crores. This is 675.52% of Paid-Up
share capital of Rs. 120.50 crores.
“The total outflow as dividend on the
equity shares of the Company excluding
the dividend tax (Rs.132 crores) for the
year 2011-12 translates to 32 percent of the
profit after tax (PAT)”, says Mr. Tyagi.
HAL recorded PAT of Rs. 2,539 for the
year 2011-12 as against Rs. 2,114.26 crores
for 2010-11. The Company’s turnover was
14,204 crores for 2011-12 compared to Rs.
13,116 crores for 2010-11.

For details, contact :

Aeromag Asia,
Aeronautical Society
of India Building,
Suranjandas Road,
Off Old Madras Road,
Bangalore 560075.
Karnataka
INDIA
Cell -+91 9480551925
Tel - + 91 80 25284145
+ 91 80 65952377
E-mail :
info@aeromag.in

ATLAB and Simulink help speed
production code generation and
cut in half the time required to
model and simulate physical systems
Mathworks
announced
that
BAE Systems has used Model-Based
Design to develop a new on-board
trainer (OBT) for the UK Royal Navy’s
Type 45 Destroyer to deliver more
effective training to crew before they
enter service on the complex warship.
The new on-board training system allows
crew to control, reconfigure, and recover
the ship’s propulsion, generation, and
auxiliary systems across various fault and
damage scenarios in real-time.
The
OBT
simulates
16
interconnected systems with approximately
4,000 total inputs and outputs to create a
highly realistic training environment for the
crew. It also models faults such as pressure
drops due to leakages and the bilge alarm
from the resulting compartment flooding
to ensure trainees are prepared for all
eventualities in the real world before they
enter service. The BAE Systems design team
usedSimulink and MATLAB to streamline
the creation of plant models for the OBT.
Once the plant models were
developed and verified, a real-time

version of the simulation was created
and integrated with the ships on board
control systems.   BAESystems engineers
automatically generated more than 90,000
lines of C code for the OBT. With more
efficient C code, the resulting real-time
simulation used only 2 per cent of the
Central Processing Unit (CPU) time, well
within 20 per cent utilization specification,
freeing up the computer processor for other

tasks running simultaneously.   Overall,
development time for the simulation tool
was cut in half as compared to a typical
project of this scope.
“Without
MathWorks
tools,
we
couldn’t have completed the trainer
with as few resources as we did,” said
Peter Worthington, principal engineer
at BAE SystemsMaritime – Naval Ships’
division.
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HAL signs MTA follow-on
contract with Russian firms

India, Russia agree to broaden defence ties

T

he twelfth meeting of the IndiaRussia
Inter-governmental
Commission on Military Technical
Cooperation was held in New Delhi
on October 10. The Indian delegation
was led by the Defence Minister AK
Antony and the Russian delegation by
AE Serdyukov, Defence Minister of
the Russian Federation. During the
meeting of the Commission the two
sides expressed readiness to take all
necessary measures to further expand
the cooperation on a mutually beneficial
basis.

The Commission endorsed the
Protocols of the meetings of the Working
Group on Shipbuilding, Aviation and
Land Systems, (WG SALS) and the
Working Group on Military Technical
Cooperation (WG-MTC) which was held
in New Delhi on 27-28 August and 3031 August respectively. The Commission
appreciated
the significant progress
made in promoting bilateral military
technical cooperation between the two
countries.
The
Commission
noted that during the period under
review, the two countries have taken

various steps to deepen interaction in the
development of defence technologies,
modernization of military equipment and
joint manufacture of military-purpose
products. The two sides confirmed
that such cooperation involves the
strengthening of interactions between
the armed forces, defence industry
enterprises and research agencies of the
two countries.
The Commission reviewed and
discussed the status of some of the
major issues in military technical
cooperation.

Type certification for S-76D chopper

T

he Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) has approved the Type
Certificate for the S-76D helicopter,
moving the aircraft forward to its highly
anticipated delivery into the mediumsized market place. Sikorsky Aircraft Corp.
is a subsidiary of United Technologies
Corp. The FAA signed the certificate
on Oct. 12, capping an intensive flight
test programme to introduce the S-76D
helicopter, Sikorsky’s newest commercial
product. The S-76D helicopter has a
current backlog approaching a half-billion
dollars and is expected to begin deliveries
later this quarter.
“Our customers are excited to begin
receiving the S-76D into their fleets.
We are equally excited to deliver a new
product that represents three and a
half decades of continuous product
improvement, to offer them a helicopter
with improved efficiency, power and
best-in-class noise signature,” said
Carey Bond, President of Sikorsky Global
Helicopters.
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Ed Beyer, Vice President of Sikorsky
Global Helicopters, added: “The S-76D
helicopter ushers in a new era of
excellence across mission segments.
The S-76D will be incorporated into the
fleets of our customers for every mission
segment it currently performs including
offshore support, VIP, Search and Rescue,
and EMS. The S-76D helicopter will offer a
higher cruise speed than its predecessors,

coupled with more efficient fuel burn,
making the S-76 more productive than
ever.”
The S-76D helicopter is the latest in
the family of popular S-76 helicopters
manufactured by Sikorsky. There have
been more than 800 S-76 helicopters
delivered to the global fleet since 1979,
contributing daily to a growing 6 millionplus flight hours.

The follow-on contract of Multirole Transport Aircraft (MTA) project being signed by Mr. T. Suvarnaraju of HAL
(extreme right), Mr. S. Velmozhkin of UAC-TA in the presence of Mr. R.K. Tyagi, Chairman of HAL
(standing third from left). Mr. N.C. Agarwal, CEO, MTAL is seen in the centre.

H

industan
Aeronautics
Ltd
(HAL) signed the Preliminary
Design Phase (PDP) Contract
in New Delhi on October 12 with the
United Aircraft Corporation - Transport
Aircraft (UAC-TA), the Russian partner
and their JV-Multirole Transport Aircraft
Ltd (MTAL) for the Multirole Transport
Aircraft (MTA) project as a follow on
contract of the General Contract signed
between the three parties in May 2012.
“With this HAL and UAC-TA will start the
preliminary design work immediately at
Moscow. HAL design team consisting of
30 designers will be positioned at UACTA”, says Mr.R.K.Tyagi, Chairman, HAL who
was present on the occasion. The primary
objective of the project is to achieve selfreliance in design, development and
production of aircraft of this size and
also to manage the programme with
international collaboration and large
number of global suppliers, he adds.
The contract was signed by Mr. T.
Suvarnaraju, HAL’s Director (Design and
Development)
and
Mr.S.Velmozhkin,
General Director, UAC-TA. An intergovernmental agreement was signed on
November 12, 2007 to design, develop
and produce the multi-role transport
aircraft in the 15-20 tonne class, jointly by

the Indian and Russian agencies (HAL and
UAC-TAS) to meet the requirements of 100
aircraft for the Russian Air Force, 45 aircraft
for the IAF and 60 for other countries. The
total requirement for the present is 205.
On completion of the agreed work share
of the PDP Contract in 10 months, Detail
Design Phase (DDP) Contract will be signed
to complete the design and development of
MTA. The aircraft will be designed for cargo
/ troop transportation, paradrop/air drop of
supplies including ‘low altitude parachute
extraction system’ and is to be co-developed
by HAL, UAC, and Rosoboronexport of
Russia, through MTAL.
HAL will carry out the design and
development of its work share of the
MTA at the Aircraft R&D Centre (ARDC)
at Bangalore while its Transport Aircraft
Division (TAD) at Kanpur will manufacture
the prototypes and the serial production
will be undertaken at Kanpur. HAL’s other
R&D Centres and manufacturing divisions
will share development of systems and
LRUs and manufacture of components,
sub-assemblies and composite structure.
HAL will showcase its expertise in
design of aircraft as well as systems,
manufacturing and flight testing while
jointly working with the Russian team in
Moscow as well as in India.

Dassault Falcon ASC
to open in Moscow

D

assault Falcon and Avia Group
are working together on an
agreement to establish an
Authorized Service Center (ASC) at
Moscow’s Sheremetyevo Airport in
2013. The ASC would enable Dassault
Falcon to significantly expand its
maintenance footprint in Moscow,
a major hub for Russian-based and
transient executive aircraft. It would
also provide a solid presence at the
city’s largest airport, which is projected
to experience rapid growth in the
coming years.
Falcon jets in Moscow are currently
serviced by Dassault Falcon’s Satellite
Service Center at Vnukovo Airport,
which handles most of the city’s
business jet traffic. This satellite service
station has been in operation for seven
years and will shortly move into a new
facility at the Vnukovo-3 executive
aviation terminal. Initially, the 3 million
Euro (U.S. $4 million) Sheremetyevo
facility, projected to open in 2013,
would serve Falcon 7X and Falcon 900
EASy Series aircraft.
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New conversion kit for X95 assault rifle

I

srael Weapon Industries (IWI) is a leader in the production
of combat-proven small arms for governmental and
military entities as well as law enforcement agencies
around the world. Continuously developing new capabilities,
attributes, configurations, and applications, the company
introduces its new conversion kit for the X95 assault rifle for
5.45mm-caliber ammunition – making it the only weapon in
the world with 3 calibres: 5.56mm, 9mm, and 5.45mm. The
weapons were exhibited at Interpolitex in Moscow, October
23-26, RPC FORT stand and ExpoDefensa in Colombia, October
31-November 2, Hall 6, STAND 113 (TYSA S.A).
The new conversion kit was developed for the very
successful X95 - which can be used as an Assault Rifle,
Carbine, or Submachine Gun (SMG) with an effective range
of 150m for 9mm caliber configuration. It enables the X95 to
be operated worldwide, due to its compatibility with both
western and eastern ammunition, thus saving training time,
spare parts, and overall costs. The new kit has already been
armament and operationally tested in extreme conditions
including dust, water, heat, and cold (- 60⁰C) - as well as
for shooting accuracy - passing all tests with remarkable
success.
Designed for Military, Law Enforcement, and Special Forces,
the X95 was developed in close cooperation with elite units,
and was tailored to their specific requirements. Incorporating
advanced technology enabling the conversion between
calibers within minutes, Special Ops can use the same weapon
platform for a wide array of scenarios. The kit can include a
silencer for all calibers, distinguishing the X95 as the ideal
weapon for Special Forces dealing with complex situations.

With an outstanding effective range of 500 meters, the X95
was created to deal with modern terror threats, as well as urban
and open area combat - all in one mission. Exceptionally reliable
in even the harshest weather conditions, the X95 complies with
the most stringent NATO standards for small arms, including
environmental standards. Combat-proven by many police and
armed forces around the world, it is the standard Israel Defense
Forces (IDF) Assault Rifle.
According to Uri Amit, IWI’s CEO, “We developed the kit in
response to requests we received from our customers for
a 5.45mm ammunition weapon so that they could use the
ammunition in their inventories. This enables considerable
savings by allowing our customers to change the rifle barrel
according to the ammunition on hand, as well as matching
the weapon to the evolving operational scenarios. IWI works
closely with its worldwide customer base, providing solutions
that are designed to meet their specific needs.”

PurePower PW1100G-JM Engine for
Airbus A320neo jet ready for test

P

ratt & Whitney has completed
assembly of its first engine to
test (FETT) for its PurePower
PW1100G-JM engine – the first engine
to power the Airbus A320neo aircraft.
Company leadership, Airbus, MTU, JAEC
and employees celebrated the programme
milestone with a Last Bolt Ceremony at
Pratt & Whitney’s West Palm Beach facility
on October 29. where the full engine is
scheduled to begin testing soon. The
engine, rated at 33,000 pounds of thrust,
is the third member of the PurePower
PW1000G family of engines to begin testing.
Pratt & Whitney is a United Technologies
Corp. (NYSE:UTX) company.
“The PurePower engine is an integral part of
the Airbus A320neo family of aircraft,” Airbus
Senior Vice President A320neo Family, Klaus
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Roewe, told Pratt & Whitney employees and
partners at the ceremony. “We continue to
work closely with Pratt & Whitney to integrate
the engine with the airframe, and we look
forward to reviewing the initial test results
from this first engine to test.”
The PW1100G-JM engine test programme
will run a total of eight test engines over the
next 24 months. Test engines will be built
both at Pratt & Whitney’s West Palm Beach

and Middletown facilities. Entry into service
is scheduled for October 2015. To date,
Pratt & Whitney has firm orders for 1,136
PW1100G-JM engines to power the Airbus
A320neo family of aircraft.
“Pratt & Whitney’s Geared Turbofan
architecture is revolutionizing the single
aisle marketplace with game changing
benefits – reduced fuel burn, emissions,
noise, and operating cost. We are confident
the Geared Turbofan is the best value
proposition for our airline customers,”
said Paul Adams, senior vice president,
Operations & Engineering, Pratt & Whitney.
“Our technology readiness execution for
this engine family is robust. We’ve proven
its benefits with extensive rig, ground, and
flight testing; and, we are excited to begin
the A320neo test program.”
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Mr.R.K.Tyagi, Chairman HAL and Mr.Anil Kumar, CMD, Bharat Electronics receiving
the Raksha Mantri’s awards for “excellence in performance” from Defence Minister
Mr.A.K.Antony.

Reduce over dependence
on imports: Antony

D

efence Minister Shri AK Antony
urged Ordnance Factory Board
(OFB) and Defence Public
Sector Undertakings (DPSUs) to make
sincere and sustained efforts to reduce
the dependence on imports to the
maximum extent possible. Addressing
the ceremony of Raksha Mantri’s awards
for excellence for OFB and Defence
PSUs here, Shri Antony said “while in
the era of globalisation, it is not possible
to completely do away with imports,
particularly for a growing nation like
ours, still the extent of our continuous
dependence on foreign sources is not
desirable and the situation must change”.
It can be achieved only by strengthening
our
research
and
development
capabilities, he said.
Highlighting the recently notified
revised defence offset guidelines, he
said. it recognizes Transfer of Technology
and investment in “kind “as eligible
for discharge of offset obligations. He
said that technology acquisition by
DRDO for specific technologies will be
treated as an eligible offset. In the era
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of changing times and stiff competition
from private sector, the time has come
for OFB and Defence PSUs to shed their
complacency, as their time of enjoying
a monopoly in the market is over, he
remarked.
Shri Antony gave away various awards
of excellence in the field of Ordnance
factories and DPSUs. In the institutional
awards
category,
“excellence
in
performance” award were jointly shared
by Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) and
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
Bengaluru. In the “Division/Factory/
Shipyard
awards
category”,
best
performing division of DPSUs, award went
to Military Radars Unit, BEL,Bengaluru.
While Rifle Factory Ishapore bagged the
best performing factory award in OFB,
Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers
Ltd (GRSE), Kolkata got best performing
Shipyard award.
The Chief of Naval Staff Admiral DK Joshi,
Secretary (Defence Production) Shri RK
Mathur and several others senior officers
from Ministry of Defence and the Services
attended the function.

Better electronic
warfare capability

I

TT Exelis announced another
successful demonstration of its
Advanced Defensive Electronic
Warfare System (AIDEWS). In a
cooperative effort between the Chilean
Air Force, U.S. Air Force, and Exelis, a series
of multi-ship F-16 missions demonstrated
the latest enhancements in the system’s
air-to-air electronic warfare capability.
Pilots of Fuerza Area de Chile (FACh)
Squadron No 3 at Los Condores Air Base,
Chile, flew six missions on F-16 Block 50
aircraft from July 4 to 18, 2012. Those
missions effectively demonstrated the
performance of AIDEWS Block 5.2 against
multiple airborne fire control radars
with overlapping operating frequencies.
This flight effort culminates a year of
planning and coordination by FACh
and U.S. personnel, as well as extensive
laboratory and flight testing in the U.S. At
the conclusion of flight operations, FACh
officials expressed confidence in AIDEWS
as a “critical operational asset.”
This new, updated Block 5.2
configuration supports the upcoming
delivery of combat capable electronic
warfare mission data to five countries
with AIDEWS equipped F-16s. AIDEWS is
built upon the proven ALQ-211 family of
electronic warfare systems now in use to
support a broad range of U.S. and allied
defence customers on many aircraft.

Defence Minister AK Antony with his Indonesian counterpart Purnomo Yusgiantoro at Jakarta at the beginning of the First Biennial
Defence Minister level talks. 						
Photo Credit: Sitanshu Kar, DPR, MoD

India to broaden defence ties with Indonesia

T

he recent visit of Defence
Minister A.K.Antony to Jakarta
has paved the way for India and
Indonesia deciding to significantly
enhance their defence cooperation. He
termed the meeting with his Indonesian
counterpart Mr. Purnomo Yusgiantoro
as a ‘turning point’ and an ‘excellent
beginning’. This was the first ministerial
level
biennial
defence
dialogue
between the two countries which
lasted nearly two hours. The two sides
exchanged views on a whole range of
issues relating to regional and global
security, bilateral exercises involving
Services, training, co-production of
defence equipment and ammunitions
and visits at high levels.
he defence dialogue mechanism at
the highest level was agreed upon
during the visit of Indonesian President
SusiloBambangYudhoyono to India in
January last year. Giving an overview of
India’s perspective on global and regional
security, Mr.Antony said the threat of
terrorism perpetuated by State and nonState actors affects all of us equally. He
said some times, the acts of individual
terrorists and terrorist organizations are
also actively or otherwise encouraged by
allowing such organizations safe refuge

and other forms of support. ‘It is seen that
there are countries from where terrorists
are free to launch their operations against
other countries. This cannot be tolerated.
The world is paying a heavy price for such
mindless policies. No country should
allow its territory to be used for any form
of terrorism, directed against any other
country or its people, Mr.Antony said.
On the power rivalries in the Indian
Ocean
Region,
Mr.Antony
said
although these are being conducted
in local theatres, the impact is felt in
the wider regional arena and also,
globally. He said, ‘’we have a stake in
the maintenance of peace and stability
in our immediate and extended
neighbourhood. This includes the
entire Indian Ocean region to our
east and west. We have a vital stake
in the evolution of balance security
and cooperation mechanisms through
which we can build consensus and
pursue dialogue. We seek to improve
our partnership with all countries in the
Indian Ocean Region on bilateral basis
as well as through multilateral for a like
IONS, IOR-ARC etc’, he said.
On South China Sea, Mr. Antony said
maintenance of peace and security
in the region is of vital interest to the

international community. ‘Our view is
that all countries should exercise restraint
and resolve the issue through dialogues
according to principles of international
law’. He said, India supported the
freedom of navigation and access to
resources in accordance with principles of
international law.
The two sides also exchanged views on
the emerging scenario in Afghanistan and
West Asia.
The two sides noted with satisfaction that
defence cooperation constitutes one of
the principal focus areas of their diversified
relationship. Encouraged by the success of
the first Joint Exercise on Counter Terrorism
and Jungle Warfare in India earlier this year,
Mr. Antony proposed that the two countries
should continue the joint exercises between
the two armies on a mutually agreed
frequency.
Similarly, the two navies are regularly
conducting coordinated maritime
patrols (CORPAT). He said we can
examine the possibility of enhancing
the engagement through conduct of
joint naval exercises. He also offered
to Indonesia establishment of a
formal maritime domain information
sharing arrangement between the two
navies.
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from the past strengthened our capabilities
and modernised our armed forces... we
are confident armed forces will be able to
protect the border in event of any threat,” he
said. He also observed that India was holding
dialogue with China to find a solution to
the long-pending border dispute and has
established a mechanism to “immediately
settle” any tensions on the border.

Defence Minster A.K.Antony and three service Chiefs paying homage to soldiers who fought in the 1962 war.

Fifty years of stalemate
F

ive decades after the Chinese
attack that shook the nation out of
complacency and procrastination,
the border dispute is nowhere near an
amicable settlement, observes M.K.Chandra
Bose
India recently observed a rare 50th
anniversary, remembering the Chinese
invasion that resulted in the nation’s military
and diplomatic defeat. The ignoble chapter
made a dent in India’s international standing
and marked the nadir of Jawaharlal Nehru’s
political career. A shocked nation realized
how the political leadership that swore by
world peace and international co-operation
at the receiving end of a calculated
Chinese aggression. The ill-equipped
troops untrained in high-altitude warfare
without adequate protection from biting
cold became sitting ducks. Neither the
military top brass nor the political masters
had any clue on the impending disaster as
the intelligence inputs on Chinese troop
movements were non-existent.
India had to pay dearly for the
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procrastination and failure to resolve the
border dispute with China, a legacy of
the colonial era. The crux of the problem
was that much of the border remained
uncharted for centuries. Ever since the
communists seized power in China they
had raised the issue of unsettled border.
The contacts with India on the issue didn’t
make much headway. Nehru just denied
the existence of such a problem. In 1954
it was discovered that China had built a
road in Aksai Chin, which is part of Indian
territory. China rejected India’s protest and
claimed Aksai Chin part of China. India
stood by McMohan Line as the authentic
one that China rejected. However, India
published a map in 1954 that raised Chinese
suspicions on India’s motives. Nehru told
an agitated Parliament that Aksai Chin was
Indian territory and there was no dispute
about it. He also categorically ruled out the
possibility of a Chinese attack.
Newspaper reports of the period list
various instances of India’s lackadaisical
attitude to the Chinese threat. The China

affairs were dealt by a junior official of
the Home Ministry. It took long for India
to confirm the Chinese incursion on
Indian territory. A few Congress leaders
like Sardar Vallabhai Patel had misgivings
about Chinese intentions. But the idealist
that he was, Nehru totally ignored these
concerns. He believed that a communist
country would never attack a non-aligned
nation. Even when the Chinese expansionist
tendencies were quite evident Nehru did
not want o annoy China. He had put so
much faith in the goodwill of his Chinese
counterpart Zhou Enlai. By the time he
realized that China had betrayed him it was
too late.
Nehru betrayed
According to veteran journalist Kuldip
Nayar, Nehru ‘’relied on his judgment that
China would not betray his confidence and
would agree to traditional border with a
few minor modifications.’’ Instead, China
published a map showing a large part of
Ladakh as its territory. China ignored India’s

protests. When the situation worsened
Zhou Enlai visited Delhi. The talks did not
make any headway as China hardened its
stand. Home Minister G.B.Pant rejected
Zhou Enlai’s contention that Aksai Chin
road was vital for China to link Sinkiang with
Tibet. Before the hostilities started there
had been serious suggestions to resolve the
boundary row. But nothing happened. The
Chinese offer of an ‘East-West’ swap was
summarily dismissed by India. The proposal
involved India accepting Chinese claim on
Aksai Chin in exchange for their giving up
claim on Tawang in Arunachal Pradesh.
After the talks with Zhou Enlai ended in a
deadlock Nehru embarked on a path that
would take the country to a point of noreturn. He ordered the home ministry to
set up 64 border posts in Ladakh without
any backup. In the first wave of Chinese
invasion these poorly equipped police posts
were the first to fall. This ‘forward policy’
precluded any possibility of a negotiated
settlement of the boundary dispute. When
he asked the army to evict the Chinese the
troops didn’t have the military capabilities
to confront a better prepared, wellequipped army. As an idealist and pacifist,
Nehru gave scant attention to strengthen

our defence forces. This had resulted in
poor allocation for the military preventing
necessary modernization of arms and
equipment. When the invasion happened
India did not have any coherent strategy to
drive out the enemy. The Henderson Brooks
report on the Sino-Indian war which is still
under wraps is believed to have laid the
blame squarely on Nehru’s policies. China
policy was entirely Nehru’s making and
the dissenting voice in the Congress and
outside on his soft approach to China fell on
deaf ears. After the border debacle he was
a broken man who could never again stride
the world like a colossus.
On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of
the Chinese debacle the Union government
paid homage to soldiers who fought in
the 1962 war. This was the first time that
the defence ministry honoured officially
those who laid down their lives and those
who fought in the war. Defence Minister
A K Antony ruled out any possibility of
the repeat of the war and said armed
forces were confident of protecting the
country against any such threat. “I would
like to assure the nation that India of today
is not the India of 1962. Over the years,
successive governments learning lessons

Tibetan issue
One factor that made the boundary issue
intractable was the Chinese perception that
India had expansionist designs on Tibet,
a semi-autonomous region with strong
spiritual and economic links with India
for centuries. By 1954 India had accepted
Chinese sovereignty over Tibet. But the 1959
uprising resulting in the Dalai Lama and
his followers fleeing to India complicated
matters. Though unfounded, the Chinese
leadership was convinced that India had
designs on Tibet. There had been vehement
attacks on India through official media.
Strident criticism of China in Parliament only
aggravated the tension. Looking back after
five decades of stalemate we can consider
Tibetan issue as a missed opportunity
that India should have exploited. While
accepting the Chinese sovereignty over
Tibet Indian leaders could have pressed for
concessions on the border issue and settled
it once and for all. In the early fifties when
the Communists’ hold on the country was
rather tenuous a hard-line stand by Nehru
government would have served India’s
interests better.
Being an economic and military
superpower, now China is in an
unassailable position flexing its muscles in
the neighbourhood. It has only hardened
its position on the boundary issue by
laying claim on entire Arunachal Pradesh.
Fifteen rounds of talks have yielded
little. China’s policy of encircling India
with favourable ties with neighbours
has yielded good results. There may not
be any change in the near future if the
renewed disputes that China has over
some islands in the South China Sea are
any indication. Protests in China have
forced some major Japanese companies
to close down. Meanwhile, the economic
ties between the Asian giants have made
a steady progress, offering a glimmer of
hope. European nations which had fought
each other for centuries have become
allies establishing European Union with a
common currency. But India has failed to
mend fences with neighbours including
China, with the unresolved border dispute
remaining a festering wound.
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Dr. C.G. Krishnadas Nair, Mr.S.K.Jha, Mr. Bernhard Bertrams, , Mr.P.Srikumar, Dr. Peter Gutsmiedl, Mr. Ivan Zoltán, Ms Jayanthi Bhagatha, Air Cmd. Joseph Varkey

Indian Seminar at Berlin Airshow
An international seminar about Business Opportunities
in Indian Aerospace & Defence sector was organised
jointly by German Aerospace Industries Association
(BDLI), Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies and
Industries (SIATI) and Aeromag during the Berlin Airshow
Dr. C.G. Krishnadas Nair, President SIATI & Former
Chairman HAL, Mr.S.K.Jha, Managing Director, Hindistan

Aeronautics Limited , Mr. Bernhard Bertrams, Senior Vice
President - Business Development , Marketing & Sales,
Diehl Aerosystems, Mr.P.Srikumar, Senior Scientist,DRDO,
Dr. Peter Gutsmiedl, CEO, EADS India Ltd, Mr. Ivan
Zoltán, Director Marketing & Sales ,ILA Berlin Air
Show,
Ms
Jayanthi
Bhagatha,
General
ManagerAerospace Business, Tata Advanced Materials Limited,
Air Cmd.Joseph Varkey, Secretary General ,SIATI
also spoke on the occasion.

Berlin Air show
floors visitors
T

he debut event of the International
Air Show ILA 2012 on the new
exhibition grounds at Berlin
ExpoCenter Airport was an unqualified
success. Exhibitor numbers were the
highest in the ILA’s 100-year history, with
1,243 exhibitors from 46 countries (2010:
1,153 / 47) providing an outstanding
display of high-tech products from all
parts of the aerospace industry. As at the
last ILA, around 230,000 trade visitors and
members of the public came to find out
about the products and services being

exhibited. Over the course of the show
they were able to enjoy a programme
that featured a total of 36 hours of flying
displays. At 125,000, trade visitor numbers
remained high. 3,600 members of the
media from 65 countries provided written
and broadcast coverage of events at
the Berlin Air Show, ensuring it received
worldwide attention.
New concepts at the ILA spelled the
inclusion of new sections and topics such
as unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and
eco-efficient flight, which met with keen

interest. The UAS section exhibited a wide
range of products, ranging from small
unmanned systems to large unmanned
aircraft for use in civil and military
environments. The industrial innovations
and research projects on display
included aircraft seats, cabin concepts
of the future, increasingly efficient lowemission engines, new materials and
alternative aviation fuels, all of which
underlined the industry’s ability to
develop environmentally friendly aircraft
technology that protects our climate.

Indian Defence Ministry delegation at Berlin Airshow. Mr. Shekhar Agarwal Secretary, Department of Defence Production ,Mr. Manoj
Saunik, Joint Secretary ,Aerospace, Mr.R.K.Tyagi, Chairman HAL, Mr.S.K.Jha, Managing Director, HAL, Mr.M.K.Mishra , DGM, Marketing,
HAL also seen.
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“Space for Earth“the Space Pavilion
focused on the benefits and innovative
capabilities of the aerospace industry.
The International Suppliers Center (ISC),
Europe’s marketplace for the supply
industry, and the ILA Career Center,
Europe’s largest aerospace job exchange,
registered significant growth. The ILA
Helicopter and roger Airfield, where the
General Aviation section was located,
provided trade visitors with an overview
of the latest aircraft and industry
products.
During the fair some 282 aircraft were
exhibited. They included the world’s two
largest airliners, an Airbus A-380 and a
Boeing 747-8, as well as a Beluga from
Airbus, the world’s most voluminous
transport aircraft. An A-400M, the world’s
most advanced military transporter, was
on show in the air. World trade fair debuts
included presentations of a Eurocopter
Hybrid Demonstrator X3 and a solarpowered Elektra One Solar. The national
aerobatics teams of Turkey and Poland put
on flying displays for the first time at the ILA.
The programme of flying shows spanned
every era and included a 1936 De Havilland
as well as a Eurofighter, MiG-29 and F-18.
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The German Chancellor Dr. Angela
Merkel and the Deputy Minister
President and Minister of Economics
of the Republic of Poland, Waldemar
Pawlak, opened ILA 2012. The ILA Berlin
Air Show 2012 was organised jointly
by the German Aerospace Industries
Association (BDLI) and Messe Berlin
GmbH.
According to the findings of an
independent market research institute,
spending by out-of-town visitors and
exhibitors during ILA 2012 boosted
purchasing power in the Berlin/
Brandenburg region by approximately
190 million Euros. In terms of its impact
on the employment market, over the
next two years the ILA will either create
or maintain 2,000 jobs.
Exhibitors described their main

objectives as presenting the company,
informing trade visitors, attracting
new customers and cultivating
existing business relations. For the
most part these aims were met. Well
over 50 per cent of the exhibitors were
satisfied with their commercial results
at the fair and more than 70 per cent
expect between satisfactory and very
good follow-up business. In all, 87 per
cent were satisfied with their visit to
the ILA Berlin Air Show.
Most of the trade visitors were from
the following aviation and aerospace
sectors: civil aviation, security and
defence, aerospace, services, and
research and development. The trade
visitors were mainly interested in the
flying displays and keen to establish
new contacts and gain an overview

of the market for aerospace products
and services. Most of the foreign trade
visitors came from Europe, in particular
from Poland, Austria, the UK and France,
as well as from North America and
Southwest and Central Asia.
The technically interested members
of the public who traditionally attend
the ILA were enthralled by the displays
of aircraft both in the air and on the
ground. Besides enjoying the air
shows they were also interested in the
aerospace, Bundeswehr and helicopter
displays. Accordingly, many of them
would recommend a visit to the show
and said they would be back at the next
ILA.
The next ILA will take place at Berlin
ExpoCenter Airport from 20 to 25 May
2014.

Maxon motor-aided project
to find dark energy

T

he HETDEX project is the first
major attempt to find “dark
energy” in the universe. With
special spectrographs, the threedimensional positions of one million
galaxies are recorded. The Hobby-Eberly
Telescope will start scanning the universe
– aided by maxon motors.
The Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET) is
located at the McDonald Observatory
in West Texas. Its spherical primary
mirror
consists
of
91
identical
hexagonal segments, each one metre
in size. Together, these individual mirror
segments form a mirror with a diameter of
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almost 11 m, which makes it the largest in
the world. Thanks to its innovative design,
it was produced very cost-effectively: It
only cost 13.5 million dollars – approx. a
quarter of the cost of a comparably large
telescope. These savings were made
possible partly by simplifying the design
and by using commercially available
components.
The spectroscopic telescope for
observation of the skies is mounted
on a so-called Prime Focus Instrument
Package (PFIP). It is equipped with two
spectrographs with medium and high
resolution. Even more savings have
been achieved by forfeiting moving the
85-ton telescope around the second
axis.
Currently, the wide field components of
the HET are being upgraded to increase
the angle of view to 22 arc minutes and
the usable aperture to 10 metres. In future
research projects, these upgrades will
make it possible to gather the highest
possible light quantity by means of a glass
fibre coupling and thus revolutionize
spectroscopic observations. Scientists
want to use the new, upgraded HET
to obtain a better understanding of
so-called “dark energy”. According to
the current hypotheses, almost three
quarters of matter and energy in the
universe consists of “dark energy”, and it
is considered to be a mysterious force that
causes the universe to drift apart at an
increasing speed as it gets older.
HETDEX looks at the universe
The HETDEX project (Hobby-Eberly
Telescope Dark Energy Experiment) was
initiated to solve this mystery. From 2012
to 2015, the section of the sky containing
the Big Dipper constellation will be
scanned intensively with the HET. The

research project aims to map 1 million
galaxies that are 10 to 11 billion light
years from earth – down to the smallest
detail. The project is the result of the
cooperation between the University of
Texas (Austin), the Pennsylvania State
University, the Texas A&M University,
the University Observatory Munich,
the Leibniz Institute for Astrophysics in
Potsdam and the Max Planck Institute
for Extraterrestrial Physics.
International scientists want to
know more about the processes that
occur in the universe. The purpose
of the large-scale research project is
to verify whether the current laws of
gravity are correct. Another aim is to
discover new astronomic details about
the Big Bang. At the observatory on
Mount Fowlkes in Texas, the light in
the HETDEX camera is not captured
by a photo chip, but instead by
33,400 glass fibres. The experts hope
that, instead of dark matter, other
hitherto unknown gravity effects are
causing our cosmos to expand. The
first evidence for one of the theses
about dark matter – or an answer
that conclusively proves a certain
phenomenon to be non-existent – is
expected for 2016 at the earliest.
Design of the PFIP
The Prime Focus Instrument Package
is positioned on a tracking device at the
top of the telescope and is equipped
with a wide field corrector, a capturing
camera, measuring devices and a focal
plane system. The PFIP is a standalone
automation unit with 12 subsystems and
24 movement axes. Motion controllers
and modular I/O systems are connected
using the CANopen messaging protocol.
All communication between the ground-

level systems and the PFIP subsystems
are conducted either point-to-point
via Ethernet, or through Ethernet/CAN
gateways that pass CANopen messages
transparently.
The PFIP has 24 motion axes, 15 of which
are motorized. The movements have to
be executed smoothly and with high
precision at various speeds, in particular
at extremely slow speeds. The motion
controller has to be able to perform
several operations in different situations,
for example accurately following a
velocity curve (aperture control), moving
to and holding an absolute position,
or following a multi-axial position and
velocity curve.
The drives used in the PFIP subsystems
are maxon motors of the brushless EC
series, which can be equipped with
gearheads,
magnetic
incremental
encoders, and electrically operated
brakes as required. Smooth motion at low
speeds is achieved by means of sinusoidal
commutation. Therefore, in addition to
the standard Hall sensors installed in the
brushless maxon motors, an optional
incremental encoder is used. Incremental
encoders provide additional position data
to the motion controller.
Accurate maxon positioning control
units
All controllers are maxon positioning
control units of type EPOS2 50/5. In
addition to the closed-loop control
circuits for current, velocity and position,
the controllers have an interpolated
motion mode that enables them to follow
a programmed multi-axis trajectory.
Furthermore, the EPOS2 is equipped
with analog and digital input and output
devices that can be accessed via the
CANopen interface.
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S

Denel Aerostructures Executive Manager - Business Development, Mr. Colin Singarum,Denel Aerostructure CEO, Mr. Ismail Dockrat,
Denel Group CEO Mr. Riaz Saloojee, Alenia Aermacchi CEO, Mr. Giuseppe Giordo, Alenia Aermacchi International Sales, Mr. Costantino
Panvini Rosati, Alenia Aermacchi Head of International Sales, Mr. Franco Ferracini at Denel stand in African Aerospace and Defence at
Denel stand in Africa Aerospace and Defence AAD 2012

Denel to boost SA
aerospace industry

T

he South African aerospace
industry
is
poised
for
significant growth in the
wake of the recent African Aerospace
and Defence (AAD) exhibition in
Tshwane and the recommendations
on the strategic role of Denel
contained in the Draft Defence
Review 2012. The Review, released
earlier this year, refers to the defence
industry as “a major asset to the
country” and noted Denel’s unique
position as “a national security
asset.”
The Group Chief Executive of
Denel, Riaz Saloojee, says the stateowned defence group intends “to
play a catalytic role in the growth
of the aerospace sector and will be
a strategic partner to government
in the implementation of initiatives
envisaged in the Industrial Policy
Action Plan.”
The IPAP has identified the aerospace
sector as one of the clusters earmarked
for industrial policy interventions
– noting its capacity to develop
indigenous products and technology,
strengthening South Africa’s highend manufacturing capabilities and
its significant multiplier effect on job
creation
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Mr Saloojee says the AAD Exhibition
confirmed the growing international
interest – especially from Africa – in the
products and services offered by the
local defence and aerospace industry,
most notably from companies in the
Denel Group.
In
the
aerospace
sector
Denel Aerostructures signed a
renegotiated agreement with Airbus
Military on its manufacturing of
key work packages for the A400M
military airlifter. It also announced
a new agreement with top Italian
manufacturer, Alenia Aermacchi
for
collaboration
on
future
manufacturing projects.
Denel Aviation strengthened its
position as the leading provider of
maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) services in Africa with new
agreements
with
international
manufacturers, Russian Helicopters,
Irkut and Antonov.
Mr Saloojee says Denel also
had high-level meetings with
other global players at the recent
Farnborough Air Show in the United
Kingdom including Airbus, Lockheed
Martin,
Ruag,
Saab,
Hawker
Beechcraft, Boeing, Eurocopter,
Bombardier and Embraer.

Denel, Alenia
Aermacchi sign
collaboration pact

D

enel SOC and Italian aerospace
company, Alenia Aermacchi, signed
a Memorandum of Understanding at
the Africa Aerospace and Defence Exhibition
(AAD2012) in Tshwane. This agreement will
form the basis for discussions on future
projects and collaborations between the
two companies on major manufacturing
ventures, training programmes, maintenance
and high-level technical support in Africa.
Riaz Saloojee, the Group Chief Executive
of Denel, says this is another important step
for the company to strengthen its working
relationships with major original equipment
manufacturers in the global aerospace
environment. “It is an important recognition
of Denel’s position as the leading defence
manufacturer in Africa and an invaluable
partner to any company who wants to grow
its presence on the continent”, says Mr
Saloojee.
“Through this venture we will stimulate
the growth of South Africa’s own future
aerospace industry and support the national
objectives to strengthen the country’s hightechnology manufacturing sector”.
Alenia Aermacchi is a Finmeccanica
company, a global aerospace, defence and
security player. Alenia Aermacchi is a leader
in the design and manufacturing of advanced
aeronautics products with a range that span
from supersonic fighter jets to regional
transport aircraft.

HHV equipment for
space and defence

trength of any country is judged
by the growth of technology
development in the field of
metallurgy. Bangalore based Hind High
Vacuum(HHV) has played a key role
in introducing vacuum technology in
the key areas of defence, aerospace,
space, and modern industries. By
adopting vacuum as the brain process,
the
metallurgical
state-of-the-art
advancements, and the powder
metallurgy, have taken a great leap in
shrinking the size of metals required
with high strength for technologies like
aircraft, building missiles, nuclear and
variety of other critical metals required
for instruments developments for
modern countries.
HHV in India has contributed aerospace
and defence sector by supplying
vacuum furnaces for heat treatment
and brazing applications, CVD / CVI
furnaces to processes carbon-fibrecarbon products, shock tunnel , wind
tunnel for high altitude testing, Thermo
vacuum chambers for testing satellite
packages under stimulated conditions,
high vacuum chambers for testing
ion- engines and cryo-engines, highly
specialized vacuum deposition systems
for coating critical sensors and on board
control instruments, is currently building
a large rotary vacuum brazing furnace for
Rotary brazing of nozzle cones used in
launch rockets.
Special vacuum equipment like,
Solution ageing furnaces, ammonia
drying chamber, metal arc plating
coating units and several others are
also among our products. For specific
programmes HHV was instrumental in
supplying a Robotized Sputter coater
for coating aircraft canopies with
conductive materials to enhance stealth
capability. HHV is currently on the verge
of completing another prestigious project
for HAL wherein engine casings are
welded in a completely inert environment
by robots. This system will be one of the
largest such systems in the world having
all flexibility to do this job.
From then to now, HHV with its
pragmatic expertise of 47 years, and its

contributions to aerospace and defence,
has been acknowledged as the basic
backbone in developing indigenous
and world class vacuum equipment
by all major industries and research
laboratories. HHV has been working with
the Indian-Space, Aerospace and Defence
organizations for the last three and half to
four decades.
A Space simulation chamber was
supplied in 1967 to the Tumba Equatorial
Rocket Launching Station (currently
renamed as VSSC) Trivandrum. Since
then, a wide variety of unique equipment
like Thermo vacuum chambers for testing
satellite packages under stimulated
conditions, high vacuum chambers for
testing ion- engines and cryo-engines,
Vacuum
brazing
furnaces,
highly
specialized vacuum deposition systems
for coating critical sensors and on board
control instruments and various other
vacuum pumps and gauges have been
supplied.
HHV has also worked with VSSC and
LPSC in setting up infrastructure projects
like a CVD/CVI system for carbon-carbon
composites, hypersonic wind and shock
tunnels for studying flight conditions of
launch vehicles and is currently building
a large rotary vacuum brazing furnace for
Rotary brazing of nozzle cones used in

Nagarjun Sakhamuri
Managing Director, HHV
launch rockets. HHV has been recognized
in various space department locations
at Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Trivandrum,
Valiamala, Mahendragiri etc., and has
made various supplies at these centers.
For the Indian aerospace, HHV’s
involvement has largely been with the
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited primarily
at the manufacturing facilities at Koraput,
Nasik, Korwa and Bangalore. HHV has
been instrumental in supplying Induction
Melting and casting furnaces of various
capacities, vacuum heat treatment
furnaces, Vacuum brazing furnaces of all
various sizes.
For the defence department, HHV has
been involved with various defence
related manufacturing and research
organizations by supplying equipment
like vacuum furnaces, vacuum thin
film coaters, vacuum casting chambers
and several other equipment. These
equipment are predominantly used either
in maintenance divisions of the Indian air
force or the manufacturing segments
of various defence departments or in
the research centres predominantly for
development of new products in the field
of metallurgy.
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TE to expand India operations

Sanjay Handu
Director, Aerospace Defence
and Marine Business Unit

TE Connectivity, an
enabler of connectivity
worldwide, provides
innovative solutions
to the transportation,
industrial, network, and
consumer markets. It is
also focused on improving
the environment where it
does business. In an e-mail
interview to Aeromag Asia,
Sanjay Handu, Director,
Aerospace Defence and
Marine Business Unit,
talks on an intense India
focus, next generation
connectivity solutions
and he foresees immense
opportunities for TE in
aerospace and defence.
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TE products are everywhere. What
specific areas are you concentrating in
India?
TE Connectivity is a $14 billion world
leader in connectivity. In India we have
been present for 20 years making and
selling electronic connectors that power
industries including consumer devices,
automotive, aerospace and defence,
broadband communications, Enterprise
networks, Telecom, Energy and Industrial.
TE is responsible for making all types of
connections -- even the simplest action
from making a phone call and turning on
a light to extremely complex, missioncritical applications such as military and
defense, power grids and data networks.
Globally, companies in leading industries
count on TE: 90% of the world’s largest
industrial manufacturers; 30 of the World’s
Top 30 Automakers; 10 of the World’s
Top 10 Telecom Carriers; 10 of the Top 10
Consumer Device Makers.
How do you rate the contribution
of your connectivity solutions in an
emerging economy like India?
After China, India holds very high
potential for growth in the world and is
a prospective market for the business of
connectors and interconnection solutions.
We are no. 1 in market position in virtually
all industries that we are present in. For
example, we are rated no.1 in structured
Cabling in India by market share. Similarly,
in Automobile connectivity industry
we have majority of the market share in
India. Today we have broadest range of
connectivity solution with over 500,000
live products in our portfolio. Acquired
synergies through acquisitions of no.1
brands like AMP, Raychem, Deutsch
(leader in Harsh connectivity) and
ADC (leader in Broadband and Fibre
connectivity).
With favorable Government policies
on electronic manufacturing and the
vision to transform India into a global
hub for electronic system design and
manufacturing, TE will contribute even
more by producing products locally in
India for local consumption. In India we
locally design and manufacture close to
30% of our products. We already have a
large manufacturing footprint providing
world class service to our customers. As
the demand for electronics grows in this
country which is projected to increase

from USD 45 billion in 2009 to USD 400
billion by 2020 (According to Elcoma
report by ELCINA) the content of TE
products in any electronic device will
increase significantly.
The Indian Telecommunication network
is counted as the third largest in the
world and the second largest among
the emerging economies of Asia. Our
connectivity solutions are integral in
this space both in the hand held device
segment as well as the telecom operator
space. If we look at Defence as a sector,
then the offset policy which requires
international arms vendors who win
contracts worth Rs 300 crore or more
to invest back at least 30 per cent of the
contract value into India in the form of
defence orders/technology will prove
to be a game changer for the economy.
With India positioned to be the world’s
3rd largest automobile manufacturer by
2018, our connectivity solutions in this
space will provide an added impetus to
the economy.
How far has the IT revolution in India
helped your business to grow? What
are your expansion plans for the Indian
market?
The Indian IT sector has been recording
phenomenal growth figures and is
expected to grow at around 20 % per year
in the next 3-5 years. This revolution has
in turn led to the accelerated expansion of
IT parks in the country. The Indian IT and
BPO industries are considered to be the
biggest consumers of the enterprise data
service providers, due to their extensive
bandwidth requirements to remain
connected 24x7x365 with their clients.
Big companies in India are expanding
their data centre business and this has
created immense opportunities for
network solutions providers like TE over
the past few years. Indian data centres
are matching international standards now
and this is where TE products have a play.
We have already invested Rs 600 crore
in India and recently announced an
additional investment of Rs 300 crores in
India to set up an integrated manufacturing
plant in Bangalore. At the new plant in
Bangalore, TE will design and manufacture
next-generation connectivity solutions
for multiple industry verticals, including
automotive, aerospace, defense, marine,
enterprise networks, telecom, data

communications,
industrial,
energy,
consumer devices, appliances, circuit
protection and relays. The new plant,
which will measure 280,000 square feet, will
create new jobs in the areas of assembly,
packaging, molding, stamping, tooling
machine components, copper wire, optical
fibre and cable processes. Our India focus
is intense and we have evolved into a
country specific focus and organisation
structure that encourages cross industry
and platform leveraging of resources and
technologies thereby giving more choice to
the customers.
As the leader in broadband
connectivity what is your market share
in India in percentage terms?
Globally, TE has revenues of $3.8
billion coming from this segment. Our
addressable market is a $6 bn market
globally and we are the runner up
but we are closing the gap quickly. If
you think about any connection to a
computer in the data centre as well as all
the apparatus, we provide that. In India
we have 35-40% market share. We are
looking to grow that business. With ADC
acquisition recently we have been able to
get a strong foothold in this space.
TE Connectivity’s drive to make
smaller, lighter, thinner products is
well known. Some examples in the
Indian context?
Miniaturization is the need of the hour
in our industry today. Applications that
include space, smart munitions, missile
defense, aircraft communications, and
UAVs demand usage of small form factor

connectors, a technology that TE is adept
at. The design team at TE India today
provides custom design solutions for
customers. Some examples range from
EMI backshell to custom mountable
Miniaturized Microdot connectors
Penetration of TE Connectivity’s new
most rugged, small form factor CeeLok
FAS-T connector system in the Aerospace,
Defense and Marine marketplace has
helped achieve speed of 10 Gigabit. Despite
their small size, nanominiature connectors
are designed for rugged applications, with
the capability of withstanding significant
levels of harsh conditions. An example for
this would be the SELEX radar application
wherein the connector is designed to
withstand stringent 96 hrs salt spray per MIL
810F specifications
What is your experience in
involvement with Indian aerospace
industry?
As India is moving to transform itself
from a regional power to global power
the aerospace and defence sector is
increasingly occupying more and more
space in country’s long-term strategic
planning. A $10 billion worth 126 medium
multi-role combat aircraft (MMRCA) deal
is just a case in point. Estimates how that
India air force will have more than 1000
fighter jets and around 60 squadrons by
2030 ( According to a recent CII-KPMG
report). India will be spending more than
80 billion on capital acquisition in 2010-2015
time frame. So opportunities are immense
for component players like TE. However,
these engagements have a long lead time
which spans through many years. Also,

TE products have to be specked in at the
design stage for it to become indispensable
for at least many years. We work with DRDO
in India for many such projects.
How do you assess the impact of IT on
supply chain management in India?
TE aims to become part of global supply
chain of major defence equipment
producers by leveraging cost arbitrage in
component design and manufacturing in
India.
Could you throw light on the extent
of TE’s work with underprivileged
children?
TE connectivity’s corporate responsibility
in India encourages innovation through the
fields of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics. Our work with charitable
organizations like Samarthanam Trust for
the Disabled, Shishu Mandir School, and
the Divine Light Trust has created a visible
impact in the lives of the underprivileged
in those programmes. We continue to look
for meaningful and impactful ways to make
positive contributions to our communities
in India and around the world.
Samarthanam Trust for the Disabled
has been working since 1997 to empower
the visually impaired, disabled and
underprivileged people. The Trust is
working to support them by providing
quality
education,
accommodations,
nutritious food, vocational training,
placement based rehabilitation, and to
help them achieve personal independence.
Samarthanam works towards creating an
inclusive society which provides equal
opportunities for all.

Mazda Uses MATLAB and Simulink to Speed Engine
Development of SKYACTIV TECHNOLOGY

M

odel-Based
Calibration
Toolbox
helps
optimize
engine
efficiency
while
meeting worldwide emissions standards
MathWorks announced that Mazda
used MATLAB, Simulink, and ModelBased Calibration Toolbox to help
speed engine development of SKYACTIV
TECHNOLOGY. As a result, Mazda
was able to optimize the efficiency of
SKYACTIV engines while meeting strict
emissions standards worldwide.
SKYACTIV
engines
incorporate
hardware advances that deliver more
torque and improve fuel economy.

Model-Based Calibration Toolbox helped
Mazda take advantage of these advances
by extracting better fuel efficiency
and lowering exhaust emissions
further than would have possible with
manual, spreadsheet-based calibration
approaches. Mazda achieved these
gains through the design of optimal test
plans and optimization methods, which
minimized engine calibration workload
and test cell usage.
“Engine
calibration
is
critical
to achieving an optimal tradeoff
among emission, fuel economy, and
performance. With increasing control

complexity and new engine hardware,
calibration development has become
a key challenge,” said Jon Friedman,
automotive
industry
marketing
manager, MathWorks. “Mazda shows
it’s possible to meet these often
conflicting requirements by taking
full advantage of the engine hardware
investment, while reducing calibration
workload.”
SKYACTIV-D engines meet stringent
European and Japanese emission
standards and are installed in production
vehicles starting with model year 2012,
including the Mazda CX-5.
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Airbus volunteers sharing a happy moment with the local school children.

Biogas lights up tribals’ lives
A

multi-national team of Airbus
employees is braving heavy
odds to work on a collective
project for biodiversity conservation in
the remote mountainous region of Nilgiris
to transform the lives of tribals, finds
M.K.Chandra Bose
They are workers with a difference in an
unfamiliar terrain. Sweating profusely in
the hot sun while laying bricks, carrying
loads of sand and cement, digging and
taking frequent breaks for a sip of water
they strive to keep pace with fellow
labourers. Some others are engaged in
housekeeping and cooking. A few tents
nearby are their temporary abodes. The
location is a remote lush green tribal
hamlet nestling amidst coffee, tea and
pepper plantations. They have taken
a break from hi-tech engineering and
designing jobs to do manual labour to
make a real difference in the lives of a few
marginalized tribals.
They are a multinational group of 16
Airbus employees getting involved in a
unique biodiversity conservation project
in Mangamvayal village bordering
Kerala and Karnataka in Nilgiris district
of Tamil Nadu. The project, reflecting
the aerospace giant’s commitment to
promote a more sustainable world, is
part of Airbus Corporate Foundation’s
biodiversity programme launched in
2010. The programme is organised in
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partnership with Raleigh International,
the Indian government, the UNDP and
several non-governmental organizations
including CTRD. It involves the installation
of an environmentally-friendly and
sustainable energy source obviating the
dependence on firewood and the need
for liquefied petroleum gas. The spinoff effects include conservation of local
forests, improved social and economic
welfare and better quality of life without
compromising biodiversity.
Biofuel for cooking
The programme forms part of a wider
effort endorsed by the Indian Ministry
of Environment and Forests. The project
provides every family with two cows for
income generation. The Airbus volunteers
are building biogas plants that utilize
the cow dung as a biofuel. The chamber
converts the manure into methane gas.

After completion of the plant the gas
pipes linking with kitchen stoves are
installed. The gas produced is sufficient
for three-four hours of cooking and
lighting. The slurry from the chamber can
be used as manure. The tribals no longer
need to trek long distances to cut forest
wood, the women would be free from
pulmonary disorders caused by exposure
to smoke, and the families will have a
steady supply of milk.
The team of employees from Airbus
and volunteers of Raleigh International
is drawn from USA, Spain, France,
Germany, UK, China and India. The
volunteers in different age groups are
carefully selected and assigned to the
project in batches for three weeks.
They work and live together at the
site. All together 96 Airbus employees
are involved. According to Gina Dieu,
Head of Operations, Airbus Corporate
Foundation, the volunteers are chosen
through a rigorous screening process.
‘’The programme is open to all age
groups of permanent Airbus employees.
They fill out an on-line application. Then
there is a draw for a specific number of
candidates for each site/country. Then an
interview with the Foundation National
Representative of each country sending
candidates to India.’’ The applicant has
to be physically fit for the expedition,
must be able to communicate in English

Airbus volunteers engaged in the construction of cowshed at Mangamvayal.
In the foreground is seen the dome of the biogas plant.
and has to demonstrate commitment
to biodiversity issues. ‘’Employees also
commit to participating in a two-day
briefing organised by Raleigh, and they
must take two weeks personal leave and
fund vaccinations and visas.’’
R S Ranganathan, managing trustee, the
Centre for Tribal and Rural Development
(CTRD), a non-governmental organisation
working for the development of the tribal
communities, says 25 of the proposed
37 biogas plants have been completed
with the six plants in Mangamvayal at the
final stage. Explaining the hurdles faced
by NGOs, he said Paniyars, a community
of hereditary hunters, who had lost their
lands to settlers from the plains, took long
even to understand the value of money.
Now CTRD trains the beneficiaries how to
run and maintain the biogas plants. With
growing awareness all children above five
years are going to school.
A revelation
The volunteers are themselves digging
the compost pits, doing the brick laying
work for the cow sheds and cementing
of the dome for the chamber. Though
bewildered initially, they seem to
be coping with the challenging
environment. For them it is a cultural
shock, a revelation about the harsh
Indian reality that people stoically bear
with. The absence of basic amenities like
sanitation, piped water or electricity is
a new experience for them. Wiping the
sweat from her face while taking a break
from the strenuous brick laying work for
the cow shed, Lilian Vivian Widmann

looks cheerful. A supply chain specialist
from Hamburg, she finds the heat and
humidity too harsh. But she is excited
about this out of the world experience.
‘’Now I’ll see things differently. After
seeing these people’s hardships I feel
the problems that we face are nothing.
I’m sure my problem solving skill will
improve a lot. Now I can understand
other cultures better and look at the
world differently. I will cherish the lovely
smiles of the residents always.’’
Lee-Ann Ramcherita, Repair Stress
engineer from Bristol, now understands
the value of hard work better. She is
confident that this exposure will make a
world of difference to her and improve
her efficiency in doing things. She never
thought about such miserable state of
human life. Fascinated by India’s rich
culture and happiness seen in the face
of the impoverished, she says ‘’we have
to promote more awareness about the
need to make a difference in the world.
Now I can understand better how to
cope with change and how to respond
actively with a human touch.’’
John Goggin of Airbus, UK, is baffled
by the local residents’ priorities citing
the case of a family with TV but no
furniture. He too is excited about
working on the project. Adam Scott of
Raleigh International says the cost of
biogas plant together with the cowshed
is about Rs.1 lakh per family. Kishore
Mohanty from Airbus, Bangalore, is the
sole Indian in the group. The volunteers
take time to interact with the children of
the local school despite the problems of

communication.
The villagers who eke out a living as
labourers in nearby estates are hopeful
of supplementing their income with the
completion of the project. Mani is one
such villager who eagerly awaits the
arrival of cows to earn some extra income.
Catalyst for change
Airbus employees on their return are
expected to share their experience
and new found awareness about
environmental protection with fellow
employees and local communities.
About the benefits for every employee
and Airbus at large, Gina Dieu says: ‘’The
programme is about creating positive
change within the Airbus employee
base, worldwide. The Foundation hopes
it is being a catalyst for positive change
in the employees, for them to become
social entrepreneurs and to ignite in them
the will and desire to engage in their
communities upon their return from the
project site. For Airbus, the programme
has had a significant impact on employee
engagement and integration around the
world. The group of volunteers do not
know one another and despite this, they
need to work together on a common
project...’’
What happens after the volunteers
leave? According to Gina Dieu “The
follow-on step is to maintain a longlasting relationship between Airbus, the
Foundation and the community”
(The writer was in Mangamvayal
at the invitation of Airbus Corporate
Foundation)
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Russian chopper giant
KumAPP turns 50

K

umertau Aviation Production Enterprise
(KumAPP), part of Russian Helicopters
and a producer of the Kamov Design
Bureau’s distinctive coaxial-rotor civilian and
military helicopters, is celebrating its 50th
anniversary. KumAPP is one of the biggest
industrial enterprises in Russia, and the main
manufacturing centre for the advanced civilian
and military helicopters developed by the
Kamov Design Bureau, also a Russian Helicopters
company. KumAPP has unique knowledge,
technical capabilities and experience of mass
production of these highly complex aircraft.
Civilian helicopters built at KumAPP include
the Ka-32 and Ka-226, while military models
include the Ka-27, Ka-28, Ka-29 and Ka-31 series.
The plant’s two main models are the medium
multirole Ka-32 and the light Ka-226. The Ka-32
is the civilian version of the popular shipborne
anti-submarine Ka-27PL. Various versions of
the Ka-32 have been successfully deployed
in Canada, South Korea, Switzerland, Chile,
Mexico, Spain, Portugal, Taiwan, Japan, China,
Papua New Guinea and elsewhere.
The Ka-32A11BC is one of the most indemand versions of the Ka-32 and is in use
around the world, particularly when dealing
with the consequences of natural disasters.
It is especially suited to fire-fighting and
emergency evacuation missions, as well as
precision construction operations. It has been
certificated in North and South America,
Europe and Asia. Since 2011 the model has
been certificated in Brazil, and in Europe
since 2009 (EASA.IM.R.133). The Ka-32A11BC
received certification in China, Indonesia and
South Korea in 2008, in Chile in 2007, in Mexico
in 2005, and in Canada in 1998.

Antony lauds DRDO for nano mission

“N

anotechnology
is
an
emerging
field,
which can lead to the
development of new weapon systems
and products that can benefit our
nation” said Mr. A K Antony, Defence
Minister, while inaugurating the one
day workshop on ‘Nanotechnology
for Defence Applications’ at Kothari
Auditorium, DRDO Bhawan recently.
He complimented DRDO for taking up
nanotechnology mission for defence
applications and said “there is a need to
adopt a conglomerate, or consortium
approach that involves academic
institutions and industries”. Lauding
DRDO’s efforts in developing state of
the art strategic and tactical weapon
systems and technologies to improve
the combat efficiency of the soldiers,
he said “The global community
has appreciated our technological
capability in missiles” He said that the
successful launch of Agni- 5 this year
has propelled India into an elite group
of nations that possess credible missile
technology as a deterrent. He also
highlighted other successes of DRDO
including the weapon systems like
Agni, Akash, Brahmos, MBT Arjun. He
also presented DRDO Awards in seven
Categories for the year 2011.
Addressing the gathering earlier,
Dr Vijay Kumar Saraswat, Scientific
Advisor to the Defence Minister,
Secretary, Department of Defence
R&D and DG DRDO, described
nanotechnology as an area with
highly promising prospects for

turning fundamental research into
successful innovations and create
new products that will make positive
changes in the lives of our citizens. He
said, “Nanotechnology is recognized
as a very strong innovation driver
and is therefore seen as a strategic
technology for the world’s future
economy impacting virtually all
technological sectors , including
defence should lead to higher
protection, more lethality, longer
endurance and better self-supporting
capacities
of
future
combat
soldiers. Substantial advantages
are expected to be gained which
include threat detection, novel
electronic display and interface
systems, as well as a pivotal role for
the development of miniaturized
unmanned combat vehicles and
robotics. Nanotechnology will also
enable small portable sensor systems
capable of identifying chemical,
biological, nuclear, radiation or
explosive threats”. “More than 30
DRDO laboratories are pursuing
R&D in Nanotechnology for Defence
Applications and Several technologies
developed by them are now close to
maturity”, said Dr Saraswat.
Earlier, Dr W Selvamurthy, Chief
Controller R&D, and Chairman of the
Workshop, in his welcome address,
stated that the workshop aimed
to prepare a Road Map for DRDO
to accelerate the deployment of
nanotechnology in various defence
systems.
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Haas
Automation’s
125,000th
CNC machine

T

he Indian Navy successfully flight tested BRAHMOS supersonic cruise missile in combat mode
from guided missile frigate INS Teg off the Goa coast on October 7. The missile performed
high-level manoeuvres at two given points in a scenario of evading detection by enemies’
radars and successfully hit the target ship at a distance of 290 kms. The decommissioned target
ship was completely devastated by the huge kinetic energy of impact. By the time naval helicopter
reached the target point the ship was completely on fire.
INS Teg is the first ship of the three follow on of Talwar-class (Project 1135.6) frigates namely ‘Teg’,
‘Tarkash’ and ‘Trikand’. All the three ships will be equipped with 8 vertical launched BRAHMOS
missile system as the prime strike weapon. The frigates are being built by the Kaliningrad-based
shipyard Yantar in Russia, for the Indian Navy.
Indian Navy commissioned INS Teg on April 27, 2012 after the successful Installation Test Firing of
BRAHMOS in the Baltic Sea on 30th November 2011. The advanced warship has been fitted with an
upgraded multi-role combat suite to make it one of the most potent platforms of the Indian Navy.
The new missile frigates are designed to accomplish a wide range of maritime missions, primarily
hunting down and destroying large surface ships and submarines.
The vertical launch configuration of BRAHMOS enhances the stealth capabilities of the ship as
the missiles are under deck and not exposed. The Universal Vertical Launcher (UVLM) being used
in these ships is also a unique design designed and patented by BrahMos Aerospace. The same also
ensures manoeuvring of the missile in any direction after launch, independent of ship movement
providing the surprise attack concepts to the ships.

W

Shri Pranab Mukherjee, Hon’ble President of India releasing the Commemorative
stamp on the  Airborne Warning and Control Systems (AWACS) at a reception at the Air
House on the occasion of the 80th   Anniversary  of the Indian Air Force on 08th  October
2012 at New Delhi.

IAF anniversary stamp

T

he dream of the Indian Air Force
of having a radar system in the
sky became a reality with the
induction
of Airborne Warning and
Control System (AWACS) on 28 May 09.
With this India joined an elite group of
Nations with formidable complex radar
system capable of surveillance of airborne
and surface targets simultaneously.

To
commemorate
the
sterling
performance of the AWACS within a short
period of its induction, a postage stamp
on the aircraft was brought out by the
Department of Post on 08th October 2012.
The President, Mr. Pranab Mukherjee,
released the stamp at a reception at the
Air House on the occasion of the 80th
anniversary of Indian Air Force.

Elbit to supply BMS for Australian Navy

E

lbit Systems Ltd
has been
awarded a contract from the
Australian Defence Force (ADF)
for the supply of Battle Management
Systems (BMS) for the Royal Australian
Navy’s landing craft. The systems are to
be integrated into landing craft installed
on board the Canberra Class Amphibious
ships (LHD). The watercraft will enable
transport of troops and equipment
from the LHDs to the shore including
where there are no fixed port facilities
and will allow communication and
connectivity with the Infantry Forces in
joint operations. Elbit Systems has been
supplying its BMS to the Australian Army
under the defence network-centric “Land
75/125” Programme, one of the largest
BMS programmes in the world.
AMAC Aerospace further expands its
maintenance capabilities on large jets.
AMAC Aerospace, the Swiss-based
provider
of
corporate
aviation
maintenance and completion services,
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has been granted Boeing B747-400 and
B747-8 series Part 145 approval. Base
and line maintenance services on these
types can now be provided to all AMAC
customers, with no restrictions.
The news of the Boeing approvals comes
hot on the heels of AMAC Aerospace
gaining its European EASA Part 145
approval to undertake heavy base
maintenance on the Boeing 777 Series
(announced this June) and Airbus A330
and A340 Series (announced earlier this
month). The company can now accept
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
activities for airframe and power plants.
AMAC Aerospace continues to perform
all major inspections including repairs
and modifications, delivery of Original
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Customer
Bulletins (CB) Service Bulletins (SB) and
Airworthiness directive (AD) avionic
repairs, upgrades and other installation
undertakings, adding to the company’s
extensive maintenance service capabilities.

hen Haas Automation
introduced
its
first
machining centre – the
VF-1 – in 1988, it was an industry
milestone: the first American-built
vertical machining centre (VMC) to sell
for less than $50,000 – a price unheard
of at the time. The Haas VF-1 quickly
became the industry benchmark for
affordable CNC technology.arlier this
year, Haas Automation achieved yet
another milestone: the production of
the 125,000th Haas CNC machine tool:
Machine number 125,000 – a 2012 VF-1
bound for a customer in the Philippines.
The 125,000th Haas machine was a
VF-1, as it is the model that began the
Haas story nearly 25 years ago. A simple
comparison of that first VF-1 to the
modern version of the same machine
proves how far Haas has come, and how
much value a Haas machine provides.
Today’s VF-1 is easily 10 times the
machine as its 1988 namesake, yet its
base price is only $45,995, or about
$24,190 in 1988 dollars. The VF-1 still
has travels of 508mmx406x508mm
but now features a 22Kw (peak)
spindle with a high-performance
vector drive, speeds to 8100 rpm
standard, brushless servos on all axes,
25m/min rapids, a 20-tool ATC, and
the Haas control, which now features
1 MB of program memory (8 times the
1988 figure) and provides processing
speeds up to 1000 blocks per second
(or 50 times faster than in 1988). And
that’s the base model machine. A wide
selection of high-productivity options
is available to boost performance –
and value – even further.
Haas
Automation
currently
manufactures a complete line of CNC
vertical machining centers, horizontal
machining centers, CNC lathes and
rotary products. The company also
builds a variety of specialty machines,
including 5-axis machining centers,
mold making machining centers,
toolroom machines, and gantry
routers.

BRAHMOS hits target
with precision

Denel, UIC Oboronprom sign
pact on maintenance hub

D

enel Aviation, South Africa’s
largest
defence
equipment
manufacturer,
and
UIC
Oboronprom, the parent company of
Russian Helicopters, announce that they
have signed a Teaming agreement to
create a servicing hub for Russian-made
military and commercial helicopters in
Sub-Saharan Africa.
The Teaming agreement was signed at
the 7th Africa Aerospace and Defence
Exhibition (AAD) at the Air Force Base
Waterkloof in Tshwane. Denel Aviation is
accredited to perform maintenance and
in the future repair and overhaul (MRO)
services for military and commercial
models
produced
by
Russian
Helicopters, in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Mike Kgobe, the Chief Executive of
Denel Aviation, said that the agreement
will significantly expand the company’s
business in Africa and strengthen its
position as the premier provider of MRO
services in the Sub-Saharan region. “Our
objective is to become the maintenance
hub for most of the modern commercial
and military aircraft operating in SubSaharan Africa,” said Mr. Kgobe. “The
agreement represents the culmination

of a long-standing partnership between
the two companies.”
Helicopter aviation is a high-growth
market in Africa, and Russian Helicopters
is well positioned to be a market leader
on the continent for years to come,
said Russian Helicopters CEO Dmitry
Petrov.
“We see great potential for our
helicopters in countries across Africa,
and are delighted to be working with
Denel Aviation to provide a complete
customer care programme for our clients
on the continent,” Mr. Petro said.
Russian Helicopters manufactures
an extensive line-up of versatile and
resilient helicopters that can be used
for purposes from cargo and passenger
transport to medevac and search-andrescue missions, fire-fighting, corporate
transportation and offshore in the oil
and gas sector. Russian-made helicopters
enjoy an excellent reputation across
Africa, with airlines and international
humanitarian organizations making
extensive use of the Mi-8/17 and Ka-32
series. There are an estimated more than
500 Russian-made helicopters flying
today in African countries.

Boeing gets PBL
contract for CH-47
Chinook

T

he U.S. Army has awarded
Boeing a five-year PerformanceBased Logistics (PBL) contract
for CH-47 Chinook support, an
arrangement that reduces customer
costs while allowing Boeing to invest
in improving products and processes.
The $185 million contract covers
management of the production,
overhaul and distribution of the Army’s
supply of Chinook helicopter rotor
blades. Under a PBL contract, the
customer pays for a support package
with an agreed-to level of readiness,
unlike traditional contracts based on
payment for specific parts and services.
Boeing has been collaborating with
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Life Cycle
Management Command for several
years on ways to improve the tooling
used to produce and repair Chinook
rotor blades. The company also has
increased the efficiency and capacity
of its Chinook supply chain through
the use of improved asset management
and forecasting tools, an enhanced
supplier network and a public-private
partnership with the Corpus Christi
Army Depot
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MathWorks sees growing
demand in India

Dr. Jon Friedman
Aerospace & Defense and
Automotive Industry Marketing
Manager at MathWorks, Inc.

India is a significant market for
MathWorks. How do you rate the
growth of your India operations in the
context of your aim to provide direct
support and services to customers?
Many of the world’s leading engineering
companies have their R&D establishments
in India, and the country’s engineering
design community is developing
innovative products and applications for
domestic and global use. This has created
a number of opportunities for companies
such as ours.
Aerospace and defense is an important
segment for us in India. Our offerings
help engineering centres in India
compete internationally for system
design, verification, and implementation
projects. High-tech domestic projects for
civilian aircraft, space exploration, and
defense have spurred greater demand for
our products.
We are happy with our growth in India
since we started our operations here
four years ago. Having a local presence
has enabled us engage closely with
our customers and to understand their
requirements effectively. In addition
to Bangalore where we first started
operations in India, we now have offices
in New Delhi and Pune. This has helped us
better address the needs of our growing
base of commercial and academia users
in Northern and Western India, through
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Plethora of engineering R&D firms in India has opened up
good opportunities for companies like MathWorks with
growing demand across sectors ranging from aerospace and
defense to academia. Dr. Jon Friedman is the Aerospace &
Defense and Automotive Industry Marketing Manager at
MathWorks, Inc. He leads the marketing effort to foster
industry adoption of The MathWorks tools and ModelBased Design. In an e-mail interview to Aeromag Asia, Jon
exudes optimism on India operations, lists the focus areas,
cost-effectiveness of MathWorks products and the company’s
social mission.

our pre and post sales services.
Could you quantify the growth in
monetary terms?
We have been witnessing double-digit
revenue growth since opening an office
in India in November 2008. We are not
in a position to disclose country-specific
revenue figures.
MATLAB
and
Simulink
are
fundamental R&D tools in many
technical fields. Which are the sectors
that you are focusing on in India?
MATLAB and Simulink provide engineers
across sectors the advantage of verifying
their model at each and every stage
instead of completely relying on paper
specifications. This reduces the effort and
money that goes into the process.
In India, we are seeing demand
across sectors such as aerospace and
defense, automotive, electronics and
semiconductors, Industrial automation &
machinery and academia among others.
How cost-effective are MATLAB
and Simulink compared to other
softwares?
MathWorks has worked with customers
in India and around the world to adopt
MATLAB and Simulink for ModelBased Design. As part of this work, we
have developed a framework to help

customers compute the return on their
investment, based on project size, team
size, and other factors. The framework
then calculates a cost for traditional
development using the Basic Constructive
Cost Model (COCOMO) model, and then
subtracts the savings from Model-Based
Design to obtain the Model-Based Design
cost of development. The framework
uses metrics from Software Engineering
Institute (SEI), Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and
industry studies. From this work, we see
that customers typically find that they
save between 20%-60% compared to
traditional methods.
The savings come from many phases of
the development process. For example,
in the requirements phase models are
used to uncover, vague, inconsistent,
or un-testable requirements enabling
engineers to uncover a higher percentage
of defects. Uncovering these defects at
the requirements phase means avoid
costly rework later on in the development
phase.
How many Indian colleges /
universities are using your tools for
teaching and research?
Over 1000 government and private
technical institutions and universities
across the country use MathWorks tools

for teaching and research purposes.
MathWorks tools are used in various
engineering
disciplines
such
as
electrical and electronics engineering,
mathematical science, computer science,
civil engineering to name a few. Students
can use our tools to understand topics
such as digital signal processing, control
system design, applied mathematics,
biotechnology etc.
Our primary focus is to get these
engineering colleges to take up a
‘project-based learning’ approach that
uses active learning techniques and gives
students direct exposure to hardware and
software. By extending this approach to
MATLAB and Simulink, instructors not
only keep students motivated but also
prepare them for a range of careers. This
approach can help accelerate the pace
of learning, teaching and research in
colleges, and equip students with hands
on industry knowledge and experience.
A part from engineering, a sizeable
number of management institutes across
India are also using MathWorks software
for in-depth study and research into the
field of finance and risk management.
Could you throw light on the level
of acceptance of your products in the
Indian aerospace and defence sectors?
The aerospace and defence sector
in India is largely dominated by the
government
sector,
with
private
companies only starting to make their
presence felt. Our software is used across
both these segments in the numerous
space and defense R&D centers, R&D labs
and production units located in different
parts of the country.
In the aerospace and defense segment,
MathWorks tools are used extensively,
especially for functions such as signal
processing and control system design.
How about your social mission like
programmes that you sponsor? Are
you planning any new initiative in
India?
MathWorks has undertaken a number
of initiatives aimed at boosting the
industry-academia skills gap that exists
in India today. The National Employability

Report (NER) 2011 states that while India
produces more than five lakh engineers
annually, only a miniscule 3.51% are
appropriately trained to be directly
deployed on projects. In fact, only 2.68%
are employable in IT product companies,
which require greater understanding of
computer science and algorithms.
MathWorks is uniquely positioned
to foster collaborations between
industry and academia, given its strong
user base in both these sectors. The
current curriculum places considerable
emphasis on theory, rather than practical
technological applications in industry.
MathWorks believes strongly that access
to industry standard tools and software
and industry-academia interaction can
help bridge this gap to a large extent.

Support for Student Competitions:
MathWorks provides free software,
training and mentoring for student
design competitions across a multitude of
real-life challenges to facilitate practical
exposure in technical education and
encourage project-based learning. We
also run our own student competition
globally called the Simulink Student
Challenge. The competition aims to
nurture the talent, creativity, and spirit of
students learning with Simulink.
MathWorks Book Program: MathWorks
supports authors interested in writing
books based on MATLAB & Simulink by
providing publisher referrals, access to
new versions of MathWorks products, and
promotion of the book on the MathWorks
Web site. Many of these books serve as

MathWorks is a keen proponent of
active learning techniques such as
project-based learning where students
can see, hear, and touch what would
otherwise be very abstract. In order
to facilitate this, we make available a
host of classroom resources such as
links to videos, code, models, books,
courseware for a range of disciplines
and other resources for classroom
instruction or individual learning on
the ‘Academia Section’ section of the
MathWorks website. MathWorks also
supports faculty members in curriculum
development.
Earlier this year, we signed on Manipal
Institute of Technology (MIT) for a
campus-wide license for the MATLAB
and Simulink product families. The
campus wide license ensures anytime,
anywhere software access to the students
and faculty members of MIT, thereby
enabling research initiatives and active
learning with industry-standard tools.
Additionally, below are some examples
of programs supported by MathWorks
in India, to facilitate superior quality of
technical education:

courseware and reference material to
aspiring engineers and scientists.
MathWorks
Academia
Seminars:
MathWorks regularly conducts free
seminars across several Indian cities
to familiarize engineering faculty
members in the use of MATLAB and
Simulink for teaching and research,
and guiding instructors on means to
incorporate project-based learning in
courseware.
How do you find the state of software
development research in India?
Over the years, the software
programming landscape in India has
evolved from basic coding to end-toend product development. India now
ranks among the leading software
development hubs around the world. As
mentioned earlier, the establishment of
several R&D centres in India over the last
few years has opened up huge potential
for research.
Furthermore, the increase in local
demand and need for customization
have broadened the scope of software
development research in India.

Dr. Jon Friedman is the Aerospace & Defense and Automotive Industry Marketing Manager at MathWorks, Inc. Jon leads
the marketing effort to foster industry adoption of The MathWorks tools and Model-Based Design. Prior to joining The
MathWorks, Jon worked at Ford Motor Company where he held positions ranging from software development research
to electrical systems product development. Jon has also worked as an Independent Consultant on projects for Delphi,
General Motors, Chrysler and the US Tank-automotive and Armaments Command. Jon holds a B.S.E., M.S.E. and Ph.D.
in Aerospace Engineering as well as a Masters in Business Administration, all from the University of Michigan.
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debut of
Elbit introduces Dominator-LD Swiss
Gripen E/F

E

specially developed for tactical,
dismounted individual soldiers
and Special Forces, the new
system is a compact, lightweight,
all-in-one command and control
(C2) solution. Combining the new
individual soldier level Dominator-LD
with the command level Dominator®
IICS provides fighting forces with a
complete and comprehensive solution,
best suited for modern battlefield
requirements.
The new solution is based on the vast
operational experience accumulated by
the Dominator® IICS user community,
including the Israel Defense Forces, the
Australian Army, Armies in Latin America
and Europe, and recently selected by the
Finnish Army.
Elbit Systems launched a new member
of the Dominator® IICS (Integrated
Infantry Combat System) solution:
Dominator-Light Dismounted (LD),
a new lightweight version, geared
specifically for the tactical dismounted
infantry soldier and Special Forces. The
new Dominator-LD is a soldier centric
solution, based on the vast experience
accumulated by the Dominator® IICS
solution. While the Dominator® IICS is
well suited for the command level, the
extremely lightweight Dominator-LD is
the ultimate command and control (C2)
solution for the individual soldier level.
Enabling full situational awareness via
network-integrated information systems,

I

this unique solution provides superior
mobility due to its reduced size, weight
and power (SWaP). Dominator-LD is
comprised of Elbit Systems’ RAPTOR
rugged, all-in-one wearable computing
unit, the TORC2H –D command and
control application and the highly
advanced Tadiran PNR-1000A, a compact,
lightweight, personal network radio. An
add-on capability for a comprehensive onthe-move situational awareness picture
is the JS Eyepiece handheld display unit.
The new solution includes a load cartridge
system for the fighting soldier, designed
based on years of experience and
lessons learned in fielding digital soldier
systems in operational environments.
Dominator-LD has a unique modular
approach, enabling a small number of
components to be configured in the
field in various ensembles, to support
different operational needs. DominatorLD weighs less than 1kg for over 24 hours
of operational use, offering a revolutionary
C4I system that significantly improves
the soldier’s lethality, mobility and
survivability in the changing requirements
of the modern battlefield.
When outfitted with Dominator-LD,
soldiers can send and receive information
in real-time, view an up-to-the-minute
common operational picture, access
live videos from either external or onbody sensors and transmit images and
positions back to the command post and
colleagues.

test aircraft

S

aab took the aircraft to Switzerland
on invitation of Armasuisse, which
is responsible for the acquisition
process of a new fighter to replace the
Swiss Air Force´s fleet of F-5 Tiger. The Swiss
Government officially declared their type
selection of Gripen as the replacement
in November of last year. Every year, the
flight demonstration at the Axalp event
attracts thousands of spectators that hike
up the mountain for hours to reach the
shooting range, which is situated at more
than 2 000 metres above sea level. .
The Gripen E/F Test Aircraft was flown
by a Swiss pilot in the front seat and with
a Saab test pilot in the back seat. ’’We
have been flying with two Swiss pilots
during a week for the Axalp event and
the aircraft has performed excellently.
We are now looking forward to continue
the test flight programme in cooperation
with Armasussie and the Swiss Air Force,
says Richard Ljungberg, Chief Test
Pilot at Saab. The flights at Axalp were
a good opportunity to show Gripen
in Switzerland, both to the public and
politicians.
Gripen E/F, the next generation Gripen,
is an advanced and modern fighter
aircraft system that meets the demands
of tomorrow’s air defence from countries
around the world. Saab keeps building
on experiences from previous versions of
Gripen which have a proven track record
with five air forces. The next generation
Gripen will have a dramatically enhanced
performance.

Indo-NZ pact on civil aviation

ndia and New Zealand have signed
the “Arrangement for Cooperation
on Civil Aviation”. The document
was signed in the presence of Union
Minister of Civil Aviation Shri Ajit Singh
and Minister of Economic Development
and Tertiary Education Mr. Steven
Joyce of New Zealand by Secretary Civil
Aviation Mr. K.N, Shrivastava and High
Commissioner of New Zealand to India
Ms. Jan Henderson.
Under the Arrangement the two
countries will promote and support the
development of training and technical
cooperation in civil aviation. The type
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of cooperative activities will include
civil aviation programmes; sending
and receiving experts or instructors
for training purposes; acceptance of
licenses; acceptance of aeronautical
products including but not limited to
aircraft, engines, propellers and parts,
and aviation services; organization
of seminars; exchanging information
on activities, policies, practices and
laws and regulations concerning civil
aviation, including but not limited to
safety and environmental matters;
and visits and exchanges of technical
personnel or other experts. A Joint

committee of the two countries will
be formed to determine and oversee
mutually
acceptable
cooperation
activities. The committee will also
develop a Programme of Cooperation.
Mr.Singh said the designated airlines of
both sides are entitled to seven services
per week in each direction, however,
neither side is operating at present.
Underlining that a sizeable population
of Indian origin stays in New Zealand,
he added that the growth of air services
between the two countries will greatly
facilitate in enhancing cordial relationship,
connectivity, trade and tourism.
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Policy boost to Aerospace

K

arnataka has drawn up a
comprehensive 10-year Aerospace
Policy on its inherent strength
to position the state as the aerospace
hub of Asia and a globally recognised
aerospace destination by creating the right
environment to attract investors.
Karnataka Aerospace Policy 2012-2022
Salient Features:
 Karnataka is home to India’s Aerospace
industry. The establishment of Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and other
defence public sector undertakings and
R&D institutions positioned Karnataka as
a prime location for Aerospace industry in
India.
Karnataka has a high potential to emerge
as an Aerospace hub due to strengths and
advantages like relatively low cost aerospace
manufacturing and MRO hub for Asia and
Middle East providing a competitive edge.
Further, maximum number of engineering
graduates in the country, with a large
number of them employed in IT, design
& engineering affirming advantageous
position with reference to skill sets.
Karnataka intends to take advantage
of the promising scenario and strive to
project the State as the aerospace hub for
Asia in the next
5 years and proposes
to announce an exclusive Aerospace
Policy.
 Vision of the policy is to position
Karnataka as a vibrant aerospace hub of
Asia and a globally recognised aerospace
destination by creating enabling
environment for holistic and sustained
growth of the Aerospace Sector.
 Policy
has a mission to achieve
substantial progress in the Aerospace
Sector as envisaged below:
		
Phase-I (2012-17) :
To attract
investments to the tune of Rs. 24,000
crores ($4 billion) in Aerospace Sector and
provide additional employment (direct
and indirect) to 40,000 persons in the
next five years by a process of inclusive
development. Further to increase the
contribution of Aerospace sector towards
enhancing the share of industry in the
State’s GDP from 28% to 30%.
Phase-II (2017-22) : To attract
investments to the tune of Rs. 36,000
crores ($6 billion) in the Aerospace Sector
and provide additional employment
(direct and indirect) to 60,000 persons in
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the next five years by a process of inclusive
development. Further to enhance the
contribution of Aerospace sector towards
increasing the share of industry in the
State’s GDP from 30% to 32%.
Prime objectives of the policy are as
follows:
To make Karnataka a preferred global
destination for manufacturing of
aircraft, aircraft systems & sub-systems,
assemblies and components.
To create an eco-system comprising
infrastructure, education and R&D to
make the State a conducive hot spot for
aerospace industry.
To make Bangalore a magnet for global
tier-1 Suppliers.
To make Karnataka one of the leading
MRO hubs in Asia.
To make available ready to-employ
human resource pool for the industry.

To strengthen R&D infrastructure for
achieving innovative and cutting edge
technologies.
To
create
enhanced
facilitation
mechanism for ease of doing business
through industry friendly policy frame
work.
 The scope of policy includes both
‘Aerospace Industry’ and ‘Aerospace
Infrastructure’ to be defined from time
to time.
 To
achieve the mission following
strategies would be adopted:
Creation of aerospace eco-system
Development
of
Aerospace
Manufacturing, MSME & MRO sectors
Boosting exports
Harnessing Human Resources and Focus
on R&D
The strategies will be made into

reality through following Policy
Measures :

Operationalization of BAP and BASEZ

Creation of Infrastructure through
PPP

Focus on Cluster approach – South,
Central and North Clusters

Thrust on MSMEs

Human Capital Development

Academia, Research & Innovation
Centre

Aerospace University and Flying
School

Funding Ventures through Karnataka
Aerospace Venture Capital (KARAVEN)
Fund
Investors will be provided with
better facilitation at the stages of
implementation and operation, so that,
they can do their business with ease and
less transaction cost. Karnataka Udyog
Mitra will continue to act as the nodal
agency.

To attract investments in Aerospace
sector and also to provide level
playing field to the industries,
enhanced package of incentives and
concessions will be offered by the
Government. These incentives shall
be within the broad guidelines of the
incentives and concessions offered
in the Karnataka Industrial Policy
2009-14. Some of the additional
incentives will be offered to the
sector over and above the incentives
offered in Industrial Policy 2009-14.

The policy has set a tall target to
achieve especially in mobilising
investments to Aerospace sector
and
creating
employment
opportunities. A High Level Inter
Departmental Review Committee
will be constituted under the
Chairmanship of Chief Secretary to
regularly review implementation
of all provisions of the policy and
achieving the targets.
A Working Sub-Committee under
the Chairmanship of Commissioner
for ID and Director of I&C will also be
constituted in the Department of I&C
to regularly monitor implementation of
the Policy. This Committee will ensure
that, necessary facilitation is extended
to investors and provide feedback to the
High Level Committee on the progress at
regular intervals.
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India evinces interest in German PARS 3 LR

Sukhoi Superjet 100 at
Airshow China 2012

P

ARS 3 LR, the main armament
for the German Army’s Tiger
helicopter, passes into full scale
production. This follows the successful
completion of the system’s validation
programme for the German customer,
an event marked by a direct hit against
an intended target during a test firing
recently. The target was provided by
a tank moving in between houses. In
the final firing, the PARS 3 LR missile
struck the target with exceptional
precision in a demanding urban combat
scenario at a range of approximately
3 km. All test firings were carried out
from a German Tiger helicopter. The
tests confirm that PARS 3 LR completely
fulfils the specified system performance
requirements
under
operational
conditions.
“The successful conclusion of the
firing campaign sends a strong signal
to our national customers and potential
export customers”, declared Thomas
Homberg, Managing Director of MBDA
Germany. MBDA Germany is the leading
missile systems company in Germany
and part of the European MBDA Group.
This guided missile system will make
an important contribution to the
Bundeswehr, enabling it to fulfil the
demanding missions it is expected to
perform even better in the future”.
With the PARS 3 LR, the German
Army will receive what is currently the
most high-performance fire-and-forget
guided missile system for precision
strikes against stationary and moving

Defence Minister, Mr. A.K. Antony, Mr. Oommen Chandy, Chief Minister of
Kerala and others at the inaugural function of HAL’s Strategic Electronics
Factory at Kasaragod (Kerala).

HAL Kasaragod II phase to
cover more Fighter Planes

high-value targets while simultaneously
assuring maximum protection for both
helicopter and crew. The PARS 3 LR fireand-forget system allows the helicopter
to quit its position immediately after
firing a missile, thereby limiting to the
absolute minimum its exposure to the
threat of retaliation. Salvo firing allows
the engagement of various targets at
the same time. Its technical lay-out
design enables unambiguous target
identification, target designation, and
highly precise effects against a large
target spectrum over the whole range
spectrum. Manufacture for the German
Army will be carried out by PARSYS, a

joint venture between MBDA Germany
and Diehl BGT Defence.
The weapon is already generating
significant interest in the export market.
To meet a helicopter-launched airto-ground Anti-Tank Guided Missile
requirement in India, MBDA has
proposed the PARS 3 LR multi-target,
long range weapon system which has
now been short-listed by the Indian
MoD. Within the framework of this
competition, PARS 3 LR has achieved
an outstanding level of performance
during two firing campaigns comprising
six firings all of which struck their
targets at the optimal hit point.

MBDA KFK missile Test successful

T

he KFK missile undertook its
first firing demonstration on
19 September 2012 at the
military training centre in Baumholder,
Germany. This demonstrator was
tested in the presence of German
officials with two successful unguided
firings with the missile travelling the
planned distance in each case.
Under the project supervision of
MBDA Germany, MBDA with the
support of various government offices
has been financing a Technology
Demonstration Programme with its
own resources for around one year.
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The missile concept was developed
by building on the mission experience
of the German Bundeswehr and more
generally on the lessons learned from
recent conflicts. Ongoing military
missions have revealed the particular
need for a compact, light-weight, lowcost, precision multipurpose weapon
that can be transported and operated
by a single operator.
The KFK concept is intended as an
effective enhancement to existing
shoulder-fired
infantry
weapon
systems, delivering highly precise
effects against a large target spectrum

whilst enhancing gunner protection.
“We are pursuing this project drawing
on multinational capabilities across
MBDA. This multinational approach
is particularly interesting in view of
the shrinking budgets in Europe’s
defence markets. MBDA is breaking
new ground here with respect to the
rapid, multinational implementation of
innovative solutions for international
customers” explains Peter Heilmeier,
Market and Business Development
Director at MBDA Germany.
Further KFK test firings are planned
for 2013.

T

he Defence Minister, Mr. A.K. Antony inaugurated Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd’s
Strategic Electronics Factory at Kasaragod in Kerala. Mr. Oommen Chandy, Chief
Minister of Kerala inaugurated the production facilities at the same function.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Antony said the Unit had already begun production
and this was only a formal inaugural function. HAL is the Defence Ministry’s flagship PSU which meets the needs of the Indian Air Force, be it aircraft manufacturing,
modifications or electronics equipment making. In the second phase – expected
to begin soon- Kasaragod facility will cater to the upgrade needs of fighter planes
such as Sukhois and Jaguars, he added.
Dr. R. K. Tyagi, Chairman, HAL said the new facility will eventually lead to selfsustained independent Division on getting the production and maintenance
work for the avionics of medium multi-role combat aircraft (MMRCA), Mirage-2000
upgrade programs and software defined radios. “The new factory will bring
prosperity to the region and will help company take a big leap in aerospace
equipment manufacturing. God’s own country is now HAL’s another home”, he
added.

T

20th Eurofighter
Typhoon Squadron
established at
Trapani Air Force
Base

he 18th Gruppo based at Trapani Air Force Base (AFB) in Sicily, became
the 20th Squadron operating Eurofighter Typhoon. Trapani was an Italian
Main Air Base with two Air Defence Squadrons in previous years.
The Squadron recently acquired aircrews and aircraft from 4th and 36th Wings
to support the Quick Reaction Alert (QRA) effort in Grosseto and Gioia del Colle.
Recent Unified Protector operations showed the strategic importance of Sicily
and Trapani as a valuable logistical and operational hub.
Trapani AFB also hosts the 82nd CSAR Squadron with the HH-3F helicopter and
serves as a NATO Early Warning Forward Operating Base.
Enzo Casolini, CEO of Eurofighter, congratulated the 18th Gruppo and said:
“We are very pleased that the Italian Air Force has achieved this milestone of
20th Eurofighter Squadron. Italy plays an important role in this international
partnership with 24,000 employees working in Italy on this successful European
combat aircraft which significantly contributes to the defence and security of
this country.”

S

ukhoi Civil Aircraft Company
(SCAC) along with the leading
Russian companies within United
Aircraft Corporation (UAC) participated
in the 9thChina International Aviation
& Aerospace Exhibition - Airshow China
(Zhuhai, China) presenting Sukhoi Superjet
100.
For the first time ever Sukhoi Superjet
100 (SSJ100) aircraft painted Russian
airline
Yakutia
colors
is
being
demonstrated to audience at an
international airshow.
The aircraft with its manufacture serial
number 95019 to be delivered to Yakutia
airline in the nearest future is being
presented at the demonstration area of the
airshow attracting guests and participants
of Airshow More than 600 companies
representing 35 countries participated in
the airshow.
The Sukhoi Superjet 100 (SSJ100) is a
state-of-the-art 100-seat new generation
jet. Designed, developed and built by
Sukhoi Civil Aircraft Company (SCAC), a
Sukhoi and Alenia Aermacchi company.
On May 19th 2008 SSJ100 successfully
accomplished its first flight. The Sukhoi
Superjet 100 cruises at a Maximum
Operating Speed of Mach 0.81 and 40,000
feet. It takes off from a 1,731 meters runway
in the basic range and 2,052 meters in the
long range. The operating range for the
basic version is 3,048 km and 4,578 km for
the long range version. In January 2011, the
SSJ100 obtained the Type Certificate by
the Russian Certification Authority IAC AR.
In February 2012, the SSJ100 achieved the
EASA Type Certificate. There are currently
eleven SSJ100 aircraft in service.
Sukhoi Civil Aircraft Company was
founded in 2000 to develop new
regional aircraft projects. The Company’s
shareholders are the Sukhoi Holding
and the Italian Alenia Aermacchi, a
Finmeccanica Company. Headquartered
in Moscow, SCAC has several production
branches seated in Russian cities of
Komsomolsk-on-Amur,
Novosibirsk
and Voronezh. Sukhoi Superjet 100 i
sthe Company’s major project.
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Boeing reaches key
milestones in FAB-T

T

he Boeing Family of Advanced
Beyond Line-of-Sight Terminals
(FAB-T) team recently completed
a combined preliminary design review
and critical design review with the
U.S. Air Force, representing significant
milestones
for
the
programme.
The reviews occurred at the same
time the company began internal
software deliveries that will enable
new capability requirements that were
added to the contract earlier this year.
These achievements come after the
programme was converted to a firmfixed-price contract in late April.
“The combined reviews represent
significant progress that we were able
to complete one week earlier than
required,” said Boeing Vice President
and FAB-T Program Manager Paul
Geery. The combined design reviews
validated
design
enhancements

to add Presidential and National
Voice Conferencing (PNVC), which,
when complete, will be a worldwide,
survivable,
secure
satellite-based
capability used by the president,
secretary of defence, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and other senior
U.S. national and military leaders for
secure communications. The design
reviews also covered engineering
changes required to synchronize the
terminals with changes on the Advanced
Extremely High Frequency (AEHF)
satellites. Once operational, FAB-T also
will relay the commands that control the
AEHF and legacy Milstar constellations.
Under the current FAB-T program,
Boeing will develop nuclear-survivable
terminals capable of using multiple
waveforms and communicating with
both the AEHF and the legacy Milstar
satellite constellations.

Dassault Falcon establishes
Chinese subsidiary

D

assault Falcon has
established a ‘wholly
owned foreign entity’
to represent the Falcon brand in
the growing Chinese market. The
subsidiary, known as ‘Dassault
Falcon Business Services (Beijing)
Co. Ltd’, is based in Beijing,
China. Mr Jean Michel Jacob has
been named General Manager
of the subsidiary and Mr Jean
Rosanvallon, the Chairman.
Jean Michel Jacob
“Firmly establishing Dassault’s
presence in China today positions us to serve the needs of
its growing business aviation sector with the highest level
of support in the years to come,” said John Rosanvallon,
President and CEO of Dassault Falcon. “Establishing this
subsidiary is key to doing business in China and making
sure Falcon customers have the best possible resources.”
As part of the subsidiary, Dassault Falcon will establish
a regional Customer Service headquarters in Beijing.
Scheduled to start operations in early 2013 under the
supervision of Cathy Liu, Director of Customer Service
for Asia, the office will be staffed by local specialists
experienced in receiving and processing spare parts
orders, warranty and FalconCare claims.
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Prithvi-II missile
launch successful

T

he Army’s Strategic Forces
Command (SFC) fired the 350
km range Prithvi missile from
the range facility at Chandipur, off the
Odisha coast. The entire trajectory of
the missile was tracked by a battery
of sophisticated radars, telemetry
observation
stations,
electro-optic
instruments and naval ships. The Prithvi
missile is equipped with advanced high
accuracy navigation system and guided
by an innovative guidance scheme.  The
improved Circular Error Probability (CEP)
achieved is a testimony to the efficacy of
this missile system.
A senior member of the Prithvi team
said, the flight “most importantly,
conveys our preparedness to meet
any eventuality” The mission “fully
validated our operational readiness”.
With this launch the Army’s Strategic
Forces Command has successfully
carried out in operational conditions
launches of all the variants of Prithvi
and Agni missiles.

Alaska Airlines expands CFMpowered Boeing 737 fleet

A

laska Airlines has placed the largest order in its history,
announcing the purchase of CFM engines to power 50
new Boeing 737 aircraft. The announcement includes
firm orders for 13 Boeing Next-Generation 737-900ER airplanes
powered by CFM56-7B engines, in addition to 20 737 MAX 8
and 17 737 MAX 9 airplanes powered by the advanced LEAP-1B
engines.
“This order positions us for growth and ensures that we’ll
continue to operate the quietest and most fuel-efficient
aircraft available for the foreseeable future. That means our
customers will continue to enjoy a comfortable in-flight
experience, low fares and excellent on-time performance,”
Alaska Airlines President and CEO Brad Tilden said.
Alaska Airlines is a long-time CFM customer and actually
launched the CFM56-7B power plant on the Boeing NextGeneration737-900 aircraft variant in 1997.
Today, the
airline operates an all CFM-powered fleet of 120 Boeing 737
aircraft. The new airplanes announced today will be used to
replace older aircraft and to support the airline’s anticipated
growth.
The LEAP-1B engine, which is the result of an exhaustive sixyear collaboration effort with Boeing, is the exclusive power
plant for the new 737 variant. The 737 MAX continues a 30-year
relationship between CFM and Boeing; CFM engines have been
the sole power plant for all 737 aircraft sold since 1981.

Global Aerospace
Industry Meet
Organized by

Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies and Industries (SIATI)
Date: 10th & 11th Dec. 2012
Venue: Hotel CHANCERY PAVILION,
135, Residency Road, Bangalore 560025
Under the Patronage of

Commerce & Industry Department,
Government of Karnataka

KARNATAKA- HOME FOR AEROSPACE
EDUCATION, TECHNOLOGY & INDUSTRY
 Major aerospace facilities for manufacture like
HAL, ISRO and DRDO
 Number of world players in aerospace are
located in and around Bangalore.
 Proactive policy and support being provided by
Government of Karnataka.
 A large Aero Park is being developed near
Bangalore International Airport.
 Availability of a large number of skilled
manpower
Seminar Objectives
The Seminar is organized to have a get together
of Indian and Overseas aerospace industries and
entrepreneurs and R&D personnel and provide
forum for interaction for mutual collaboration with
the support of Government of Karnataka leveraging the Defence Offset Policy.

Program highlights
First Day

Seminar Topics
 Karnataka’s achievements and infrastructure for
growth of aerospace and Defence Industries.
 Government support for Overseas Industries
and Joint Ventures
 Leveraging on ‘Defence Offset Policy 2012’ and
Growth of Industries in Aerospace & Defence
 Finding Offset Partners
 Networking of MSMEs with major aerospace
and defence industries.
Presentations
Overseas Aerospace Companies
Indian Aerospace Companies
Govt and Regulatory bodies
Facilities for Training and Skill Development
Panel Discussions
Growth of Aerospace and Defence Sector Industries
through Collaboration and Partnership.

Second Day

B2B MEETINGS

Please register by sending a mail to : office@siati.org / v.menon@siati.org
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Handing over of Microwave Power Module - Left to Right: Dr. SP Dash, Dirctor, DLRL, Dr. KD Nayak, CC R&D, Dr. VK Saraswat, SA to
RM, Sri. SK Sharma Director BEL (B’lore complex), Sri Anil Kumar, CMD, BEL, Dr. Lalithkumar, Director, MTRDC

Microwave Power Module
(MPM) released

“T

he
future
warfare
will
be fought remotely and
contactless, without using
conventional weapons but instead using
Directed Energy Weapons” said Dr. Vijay
Kumar Saraswat, Scientific Adviser to
Raksha Mantri.He was addressing a galaxy
of scientists and engineers at Microwave
Tube Research and Development
Centre (MTRDC), a DRDO Laboratory at
Bharat Electronics Complex, Jalahalli,
Bengaluru on the occasion of MTRDC Day
celebration. He emphasized the need to
develop High Power Microwave (HPM),
High Power Laser (HPL), Directed Energy
Weapons (DEW) and Terahertz devices.
On this occasion Dr Saraswat released
Microwave Power Module (MPM) developed
by MTRDC. This compact RF Power
Module is capable of giving continuous RF
Power in very wide frequency band and
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could be used as transmitter for naval
defence and civilian radars, communication

and Electronic Warfare systems. The MPM
was handed over by Dr Lalit Kumar, Director,
MTRDC & Shri Anil Kumar,CMD , BEL to
Dr SP Dash, Director, DLRL, Hyderabad.
Dr Lalit Kumar, Outstanding Scientist and
Director, MTRDC said that the development
of traveling wave tubes, klystron and MPM
made by MTRDC will cause huge saving in
foreign exchange and help in self-reliance in
critical items of defence. He also highlighted
the future plans in Terahertz devises.
Shri AK Agarwal, Sc’F’, received the
Laboratory Scientist of the Year 2012 and
Shri U V Chandramouli, STA’C’, received
the DRTC Best Performance 2012.
Ravi Kumar Gupta Scientist G &
Director Directorate of Public Interface,
DRDO Hqrs, Room 117, DRDO Bhawan
Rajaji
Marg,
New
Delhi-110011
Ph 9111 23011073, 23007117, Mob
09868276099
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Saab unveils
new surveillance
aircraft

D



Aero India 2013, Bangalore, India 6 - 10 February 2013



Avalon 2013, Australia, 26 February - 03 March 2013



LIMA 2013, Langkawi, Malasia, 26 – 30 March, 2013



IMDEX 2013, Singapore, 14 - 16 May, 2013



Paris Airshow, Le Bourget , 17 - 23 June, 2013



MAKS 2013, Moscow, 13 - 18 August, 2013



DSEI , Excel, London, 10-13 September 2013



Dubai Airshow, 17 - 21 November, 2013

Cobham Wins US
Air Force Contract

C

obham has received a new contract from
the US Air Force’s Air Combat Command
for the Deployable Oxygen Generation
System- Medium (DOGS-M) systems, adding to
its growing line of medical oxygen products.
This initial contract is valued at $3 million with
a total programme value estimated at $20M to
efficiently serve the requirements for customers
world-wide.
“The DOGS-M is the new standard in point-ofuse medical oxygen generation and cylinder
recharging capability, being rugged, portable,
reliable and safe” said Kelly Coffield, president
of Cobham Life Support. “The availability of high
volume medical oxygen provides the medical
practitioner with flexibility for respiratory
treatment in the field.”
The DOGS-M system is a cost savings alternative
to cylinders, providing users with logistics and
storage space savings. The DOGS-M system
has been fully validated and is compatible with
recharging the MOST (Mobile Oxygen Storage
Tank) storage systems and interfacing with the
PODS (Patient Oxygen Delivery System) hospital
oxygen distribution system.
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efence and security company Saab
has unveiled its new Saab 340
Maritime Security Aircraft at the
Farnborough International Airshow. The
aircraft is capable of effectively monitoring
large areas and is the key to maritime
domain awareness.
The Saab 340 Maritime Security Aircraft
will meet the world´s latest demands
for maritime security and safety. Piracy,
terrorism, smuggling, trafficking, oil
pollution and other illegal activities are
threats to economic growth, environment
and society. The 340 MSA delivers the
capability to safeguard territorial waters
through the ability to rapidly respond to
emerging maritime security threats.
“Maritime Airborne Surveillance is a fast
growing market throughout the world.
With the 340 MSA, Saab has a strong market
position with a highly capable and cost
effective solution”, says Rickard Hjelmberg,
Vice President Marketing for Airborne
Surveillance at Saab´s business area Support
and Services.

Venugopal assumed charge
as MOS for Civil Aviation

M

r. K.C.Venugopal, who
has assumed charge
as Minister of State
for Civil Aviation, brings to the
post a rare dynamism displayed
in his earlier assignments both
in Kerala and at the Centre.
He had been Minister of State
for Power before the ministry
shake-up. He had turned
his attention to mitigating
the power sector woes. A
three-term member of Kerala
Assembly and a former minister
of the state, he was elected to
the Lok Sabha for the first time
in 2009 from Alappuzha constituency.
The 49-year-old Venugopal holds a masters degree in mathematics
from Calicut University. He has built up a reputation for efficiently
implementing projects in Kerala where he served as the minister
for Tourism, Devaswom and Culture in 2004-06. At a time when the
aviation sector is in the throes of a crisis his new responsibilities are
quite unenviable. When Air India is in the news for all the wrong reasons
it will be a Herculean task for him to streamline its working.
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Boeing is proud to salute the
Indian Air Force as it celebrates
its 80th anniversary.
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